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Eighty Entrants T 
Write for News I 
Literary Prizes 
Manuscripts Are Most Numerous 
in Poetry and Short Story Di-
visions of C·ontest. 
STUDENT ,STUNNED 
BY SUPER THEFT-
OR 'BLACK MAGIC' 
It may have been black magic · 
-or perhaps the long-sought 
perfect crime has been commit-
ted. Albeit, a valuable article 
has mysteriously disappeared. 
No trace of it has been found, 
nor have authorities uncovered 
any clues. EI gendarmes ·admit 
they a.re baffled. They are sure 
of only one thing; there has 
been a theft-or perhaps it was 
black magic. 
• First Music Club 
Is Organized at 
EI Last Tuesday 
Friederick Koch, R. W. Weckel, 
and Miss Ruth Major Are 
Elected to .sponsor Club. 
W ar.bler to l3e Offered to All 
Students Without Added Fee; 
Plan to Perpetuate Offering 
COMES OUT TUESDAY 
The Third Annual Literary Contest 
sponsored by the News closed last Fri-
day, February 8, with a total of ap-
proximately 80 entries. The manu-
scripts are now in the hands of the 
judges, who will annc1Ul1ce their de-
cisions in the Lit-=rary Supplement to 
be printed as part of the News next 
Tuesday, February 19. 
Incidentally, 
is the victom. 
Charles Austin 
A package of 
TWENTY MEMBERS JOIN 
EI's newest <Jrganization the 
Music club - held its first meeting 
Tuesday evening in the · east Music 
room. The group was organized fol-
lowing persistent demands on the part 
• of the ~~tudents interested in that sub-
ject. A paper was circulated for sev-
eral days, on which names of those in-
terested in an organized club signed 
cigarettes is the purloined ar- their names'; More than thirty signi-
Four divisions were orgli?nized for fied imerest. ticle. You see, he hung his coat 
the contest. According to Harold Cot- At the initial meeting, activity was 
t. h f th t t th on the faculty coat rack in the mg am, manager o e oon es , e given •O•ver chiefly to election of tem-
manuscripts are most numerous in the reception room last week, leav- porary officers and explanation of the 
short story and poetry divisions. There ing the cigarettes in a pocket of club's purpose and possibilities. Rosalie 
are also many essays but a somewhat the vestment. When he return- Funk took charge of the meeting and 
smaller number of book revtews. ed, they were gone. Authorities was elected temporary chairman. Mar-
The prizes which will be awarded point to the scene of the crime's guerite Iknayan was appointed chair-
by the judges are $2 for first and $1 perpetration as proof that no man of the constitutton committee and 
for seoond prize in each of the four student is responsible. In that Helen Morgan was chosen to act as 
divisions. In addition, two honorabl·e event, it must have been some secretary of the new organization. At 
mentions will be chosen in the groups member of the-no, we're sure the next meeting, the constitution will 
of entries. The judges who were it was black magic! be read and discussed, and a program 
chosen from the English department I presented. Arrangement of the pro-
ar.e H. DeF. Widger, Robert Shiley and , gram is in charge of Evelyn Anderson. 
Quincy G. Burris. Wews Signs for . A short talk on th~ subject o.f w~at 
The Literary Supplement which will IS expected of a mus10 club and a dis-
ccntain the prize winning manuscripts New Collegiate c~ssion of ~he possible activiti~s was 
will be printed as a part of next week's \given by Richard W. Weckel, director 
issue of the News and will contain Picture Section I of the Band and Orhestra. . 
four pages. Besides the prize winners The twenty new members present 
in the contest special features and car- I elected Miss Ruth Major, Friederick 
toons will be found. Contrary to an First Copies of Associated Col-
1 
Kooh and Richard Weckel as faculty 
annruuncement in la~t weeK's issue, Mi~s 1 legiate Press Rotogravure Sup- advisers. 
Wilkin of the Engllsh department will I plement Appears Today. Temporarily, at least, meetings will 
not contribute oQille of her short stories be held from 7:00 to 8:30p.m. on every 
due to lack of time to secure the "Oodlegiate Digest," picture and para-1· second a1~d four~h _Mo~day. , 
manuscript with the publishers con- . . . There lS no hmitatwn on the clubs 
graph pubhcatwn Issued by the As- membership. All students who did not 
sent. th" d 1 t t sociated Collegiate Press, will appear know of the organization meeting are This is the IT annua con es . . . 
sponsored by the News which has cul- each week as an added feature of the mvited t? attend .t~e next meetmg. 
· t d as a special Literary Supple- Teachers College News. This week's Informatwn conce1n111g the program ::~. e In 1933 the first contest was or- News is supplemented with the latest of the evening will be announced later. 
ganized and resulted in about 35 en- issue of the Digest. 
Seven Speakers Are 
Heard by Math Club 
tries. A year later, additional interest Conceived four years ago by s-everal 
was shown and a total of 53 papers students at the University of Min-
were judged. In previous years only 3 nesota, the Digest has gained such pop-
divisions have been featured with no ularity _among. colleges _that it is _re-11 A number of talks and entertain-
essay group. This year with four di- leased 111 eveiy~ state 111 the umon. ment of the high schoo~ mathematics 
visions the number of entries has in- c b 1 "E t · ar onda e's gyp ian" carnes it as a 1 class featured the regular Math Club 
creased to 80, even though the contest regular feature. The "Decaturian" tOtf I meeting Wednesday evening. 
ran for a shorter peri·od of time than James Millikin university also issues Lee Dulgar spok on the subject 
in 1933 and 1934. the Digest. The publication features of "Infinity." Elizabeth J ones chos-e 
Student Council to 
Give ~Midnight Show 
I 
news and pictures from colleges all over the topic, "Determination and History 
the country. In addition, a short story of Pi." Esther Shubert proved that 
is published each week, humorous car- one equals two and any number equals 
toons are carried in a special col'\lmn, any ·either numhe-r. Mary Rosalie Bear 
and reviews ,o•f new books, radio, and proved that all triangles are isosc les. 
The Student Council will sponsor a the cinema are featured. Sports, so- Hobart F. Heller spoke on "Number 
midnight show Friday night, Febr~~~ ci~t~,tgetr:eral school event~, and ad-
1 
Series_." E . H. Taylor discussed the 
22, which will feature several . 1111111s ra Ion news are giVen equa practical uses of mathematics in the 
talent acts and the picture, "Count of I t t· · th · ht f th represen a Ion m e eig pages o e modern world. The evening of talks 
Monte Cristo." D' • Iges.,. was concluded by Wilma Nuttall 
Local talent offerings include musical The Digest will b distributed with the 
and dancing attractions. R o•bert Myers News for the remainder of the school 
and Lola Hawkins will sing several PARENTS OF DAUGHTER 
popular songs. J ames Hobbs and 
Frances Morris·an will give versions of 
the tango. Roy Martin and his or-
chestra will provide. stage music. 
year. If met with general student ap-
proval, it will be subscribed for next 1 Mr. and Mrs. Walter W. Cook are 
year. The publication is sustained by I the parents of a nine pound daughte·r, 
advertisements fr.om the ' makers of born Sunday evening at the Charles-
• 
Lincoln Day Speaker Surplus of Four Year Period 
Enables Year Book Heads to 
Waive Usual Extra Fee. 
PRESIDENT R. G. BUZZARD 
Press League to 
Meet in March 
For Discussion 
BOOK TO COST $2.25 
Due to a surplus fund, Warblers will 
be available to all students this year 
without payment of the customary $1.00 
f.ee in addition to the registration 
charge. F·CII' three or four years a sur-
plus fund has been accumulating and 
Warbler heads have decided to ap-
propriate that n)<mey for use in pub-
lishing sufficient copies to accomodate 
the entire student body. Thus, the 
yearbook will cost each student only 
$2.25-or 75 c.ents, which is paid each 
term as pa.rt -cl.f the registration fee. 
John Wyeth, business manager of 
the Warbler, reports that this accomo-
dation is possible in spite of the fact 
that this year's book will cost slightly 
more than in previous years. Last 
year about 750 Warblers were issued to 
students of the colltege and the high 
school and to faculty members. This 
year 1016 copies will be published. It 
is planned to continue this policy in 
the future of providing the annual at 
no cost ahow:~ the registration charge. 
The future success of this plan will de-
pend in a measure upon an advance in 
the fund obtained through registration 
fees. This advanc.e will be requested 
for next, year's Warbler. 
Eastern Illino~s . High School! .._ Mr. Wyeth has announced that all 
Press Assoc1at1on to Hold 
1 
svudents who have been in school only 
Round Table Here on March 9. during the Winter quarter will be re-
-- quired to pay the 75 cents which they 
The Eastern Illinois High School ! would hav<> beE'" :;.c:;.c;pc;,<;Prl for Fall 
. . . term enrollment. Thus the book will 
Press Associatwn which was organ- t e t d t $2 25 h th cos ev ry s u en . , w e er he 
ized last spring by the News will hold has been in school every term or not. 
its winter Round Table meeting at EI The 1935 Warbler is expected to ar-
on Saturday evening, March 9. This rive for distribution about the third 
meeting will be sponsor.ed by the News week in May. The majority olf pic-
and will include schools which have tures for the book have been taken 
either annuals or schoo•l papers. and several of them have been en-
Teachers C'ollege high school will be graved. Kathryn Walker, editor-in-
host to the delegates. Margaret Servey, 1 chief, has issued a call for , all write-up 
as president of the association, will as- I cop~ and has set a ?eadline for its col-
sist in the program which will be giv-~lectwn. All copy Will be sent to the 
en. The complete program has nolt yet I printer within the next six weeks. ~he 
been arranged but, according to News states that the 1935 Warbler will be no 
repr-esentatives, will include a short ad- larger than last y;ear's, but is to con-
dress by a speaker from a city news- tain several novel ap.d surprising fea-
paper. The early part of the evening tures. 
will be devoted to round table discus-
sion for advisors, edit.o~rs of annuals, Players Present Open 
and business manager and editors of H Th d • 
newspapers. Following the address I ouse urs ay Ntgh-a: 
of the evening, a r.eception and dance I 
will be held in the gymnasium. 
1 
Two plays and a dramatic reading 
I . f th t· th were presented to an audience of about n arrang111g or e mee 111g, e 125 P 1 t th Pl News has sent lette:rs to approximate- eop e a e . ayers' open house, 
. . . . . held Thursday even111g. 
ly 40 high schooJs 111 this distnct.
1 
Th f" t 1 "C' Answers have already been received e ITS Pay, 111derella Married," 
from several members of the associ- coached by E~izabeth Widger, was cast 
t o • d" t" th b f d 1 I as follows: C111derella, Elizabeth Wid-a wn, In 10a Ing e num er o .e e- ger· Pr· Ch · 
gates which they are sending. The ' 111ce armi~g, Harold Renfro; 
Lady Arabella Lucille Thomas· Lady 
number of m embers of the group is , . ' ' 
. . Carol111e Helen Hall· Robin Frank 
small as yet but this meet111g Will af- · ' . ' ' 
ford an opp~rtunity for new schools to I DaFyo;lloan~ Natnhnie,l Alene Lin?ley. 
· t w111g e Pay, Joseph111e Thorn-
regis er. Gerald Ro•yer, president of the 
Council, announces that "The Count of 
Camel cigarettes. I ton hospital. as read the monologue by Eugene 
Monte Cristo" is being brought here s • p k • 
following insistent demands of students l er rns, 
--------...;_----------------1 O'Neill entitled "Be-fore Breakfast." 
'S • B S • ' Sk •d • f l f • The second one-act play, "The Bo~ lS- 00mer UpeTlOT ' l S ln 0 n eTVleW Will," coached by Agnes Woreland, had 
the following characters: Will Shakes-a.nd faculty members. 
The committee arranging plans for • By Stanley Elam 
the show are : Walton Mc-rris, chair- Trackman, traveler, mule fancier, 
man; Mary Alice Harwood, Ben Ed- business college graduate, farmer, gro-
man, and Gerald Royer. eery store clerk, amateur actor, con .. 
Proceeds will be used toward bring- sorter with wild Indians, candidate for 
ing a "big name" orchestra here for a marriage-those are some of the th'i!lg;s 
dance sometime in March. Si Perkins is besides being the only 
I 
man who can conjure a decent yell 
H. DEF. WIDGER IS out of EI basketball fandom. 
SUBSTITUTE SPEAKER With his blue eyes twinkling, his 
Due to illness in. her family, Miss 
Isabel McKinney was unable to appear 
on this morning's program observing 
Abraham Lincoln's birth anniversary. 
A picture of Miss McKinney as one of 
the speakers had already been printed 
on page six before the editors received 
word of the change of speakers. 
Speakers of the morning were H. 
DeF. Widger ·orr the English depart-
ment, President R. G. Buzzard, and S. 
E. Thomas, head of the History de-
partment. 
quizzical grin on, and his head to one 
side, Si Perkins reminisced for an 
hour after the Shurtleff game Pr'i~ay. 
The variety of his experience.-:; is 
amazing. 
One year he took a six weeks' jaunt 
out through Texas, New Mexico, Old 
Mexico, and Californiar--without his 
parents' consent. He learned later 
that the Boy Scouts, fire department, 
and chief of police had looked for him., 
but he brought himself back. One 
night his parents received a phone 
call. s :i's voice came over the wire, 
"· 
"I'll be back for Christmas." And he 
was-as casually as that. 
P.ut most people don't know it. When 
I was in the eighth grade I worked for 
the Kraft clothing store here in Chs.:c-· 
leston. There was another young fel-
low working with me, and his name 
was Moore. At that time the Herald 
and Examiner carr'ied a comic strip 
famous for Happy Hooligan, Maude 
the Mule, Dinty Moore, and Si Perk-
ins. Well, Moore and I ,got tagged, 
that's all. They still call him "Din-
On the trip he worked for some 
time at a dollar a day on an Indi.an 
Reservation for an Indian farmer who 
had three wives. "All additional In-
dian wives must be widows," said Si. 
"The first wife had to work in the 
field with me, the second was allow-
ed to herd sheep, and the last, still 
more favored, d'id only the work about 
ty" and me "Si." the wigwam. These Indians were as 
primitive as those we read about, When he was somewhat more spry 
cooking over an open fire the game (he's an old man now, will be twenty-
they killed, drinking the blood.'' six the twenty-sixth of March), Si 
Si has a beaded hand bag given to used to turn handsprings when he led 
him by his Indian employer, and he his yells. The year Spark's Business 
prizes it greatlY,. College team at Shelbyville took sec-
He would have liked to elaborate on • ond in the state independent tourna-
Indians, but we side-tracked h'im onto ment, Si and a girl led yells and tried 
himself again. "However did you ac- to antically out-do each other. "They 
quire that nickname?" we asked. were playing Olson's Terrible Swedes," 
"Well," he answered, "my real name 
is Wi~y (p,ronounced Wally) Perkins (Continued on Page 10) 
peare, Walton Morris; Mrs. Shake-
speare, Mary Croughan; Anne Hath-
away, Evelyn Carruthers; The Player, 
Jerry Craven; and the Inn Keeper, 
Clarence Kirchofer. 
The make-up and entire staging of 
the three presentations were done by 
members of the Players. 
SCIENCE CLUB TO HEAR 
A. B. CROWE WEDNESDAY 
A lecture by A. B. Crowe of the 
Chemistry department on the subject, 
"How Knowledge Grows," will feature 
the regular · meeting, of the Science 
club in the Physics laboratory this 
Wednesday evening. 
In addition to the main talk, Mar-
vin Wyatt '37 will discuss and explain 
Harkin's periodic arrangement of the 
elements. Lucile Mahaney '37 will re-
view a magazine article concerning 
zoology. 
VOL. XX. 
TC vs. Greenup Here 
Tuesday, 7:30 P. M. ID4r ~lur a·u~ ~nl~ Nrws 
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French Club Meeting 
Thursday, . 7:30 P. M. 
NO. 18 
Ashmore Cagers Eke Out Narrow 18-1 7 
Triumph Over Inspired TC High Quint 
:uaammwtttlii!tilill!!tll ll mlitrrmt!l!!t!t,'''' ''m'!lll'''m'nntm tt mtt tc;:JI.!•!I!!•!!! •• m••m•!!!! •"' '' '''' '"''m'm"'n"m 
£~ttnrialltt: Toledo Tops Blue and Gold for Second Time this Season by Score of 28 to 18 
Clark and Day Count Baskets to 
Cut Down Ashmore Lead, But 
Gun Ends Further Activity. 
Ashmore high school held desperat e-
ly to a narrow lead here Tuesday night 
and whipped the Blue and Gold cagers, 
18-17. Two baskets by TC had cut 
down a ~ive potint Ashmore lead, but 
the final gun ended further uprising. 
HORACE ANNIVERSARY 
IS TO BE OBSERVED 
BY TC LATIN CLASS 
Latin 11 has joined other high 
school Latin classes of Illinois in cele-
brating the 20oth birthday of Horace, 
and has entered a nation-wide con-
test for the best translations of Ode 
23 of Book III. These translations m ay 
be made in poetry, prose, or blank 
mmmummtntnmt•ttntmtt!!l!tmntmntmmlllltllt!!ttlll!ttmlltl!!tlltttmt!!l! 'm"m '''n'"n'!!l! ''m'"''''m'''"''"''"' 
In high school pupils are far eno!Ugh 
along their educations experlence that 
we begin to call them "students". The 
value of this new classification de-
pends in large measures upon the re-
sponse they make to it. What it >:"eal-
ly represents is an effort to point out 
that there is a difference between 
what they have been and what they 
are becoming. 
SPECIAL ASSEMBLY 
PROGRAM IS PLANNED 
TO HONOR LINCOLN 
Locals Grab 9-5 First Period Lead 
But Wilt as Toledo Crew Finds 
Range In Second Frame. 
Toledo High school whipped T. c. 
High's cagers Friday night at Toledo 
by a 28 to 18 lead. It marked the sec-
ond time this season that Toledo has 
triumphed, winning in a gam e played 
earlier this year by a 26-16 margin. What can a teacher reasonably ex-
pect from a high school student? 
The locals played one of their finest verse. For one thing, a teacher can expect 
Each state will fina'nce its own 
The 12th of February, and once 
more the birthday of a great American 
President rolls around. The Ameri-
can History classes, with Miss Elling-
ton as chairman, will help TC cele-
brate Lincoln's birth anniversary at 
general assembly during the third 
period this morning. 
Ernie Pricco's men held the lead at 
only .one stage in the game-the first 
quarter. Getting off to a fast start, T. 
C . grabbed a 9-4 quarter margin, only 
to see Toledo rally for leadership at 
half time. From that point on Toledo 
commanded play and built steadily on 
a lead that began to take on propor-
tions late in the third quarter . 
games cf the season. Although de- careful daily preparation,-a prepara-
awards and contest. The winner of tton which includes punctual and reg-
feated, they played the strong Ashmore the Illinois contest will receive a m l1.r- ular attendance and close a ttention 
Mary Rennels, Robert Hallowell, and 
Faye McMillian will show the impor-
tant events in Lincoln's life and ex-
cerpts from his speeches will be read. 
Mary Widger and Mary Hawkins will 
read poems about Lincoln, and lantern 
slides will be explained by Margaret 
Highland and Mildred Baker. 
quint on even terms throughout, ex- ble bust of Horare, and those taking to a ll the activities of the class room . 
cept wl1en their defense re!axed and let second and third places w'ill r eceive Such preparation involves faith in the 
the visitors through f,c!f their game books about him. tea cher and in his program. 'I'he stu-
winning points. At no t ime during the Various high schools over the coun- dent recognizes t hat each assignm en t 
battle did Ashmore hold a commanding try are arranging Horace programs in turn represents the next logical 
lead, although TC was never in the and forming clubs. Latin 11 h as ob- step in his training, the whole of 
lead. served the occasion by reading several which 'is designed to make him an as-
Both teams were off to a slow start, odes not included in the regulaa· set to himself and to society. H e rec-
Ashmore managing to score first. The course, and by sending a number of ognizes this and conducts himself ac-
, 
New Grade Rules to 
Jim Clark, regular forward, was out 
of the game because of illness. In his 
place, Endsley played. Thus the line-
up wa-s Endsley and Carrell, for-
wards; Day, center; and Max King and 
Mirus, guards. Day and Mirus garner-
ed five points apiece for T. C.'s high 
point h onors. 
Be Introduced Here 
quarter ended with TC trailing, 4 to 2. entries to the contest. cordingly. 
TC proved even more stubborn in the A teacher can also expect eoopera- "If this keeps up we won't even be 
second frame, yielding only four points S • PI C tion. This means that the stud en t able to flunk chemistry.!" 
and cutting the Ashmor·e margin to a eniOr ay ast will consciously attempt to keep the Pity the poor "F" student when he 
single marker. The half score was 8 Selected Thursday work of the r ecitation or the labora- hears that Mr. Rothschild has initiat- TC ATHLETES MEET 
to 7 Ashmo!fe gajned back its narrow tory on a high level of efficiency and d t'll th 1 t t ·d f 
e s I ano er pan o ge n o cer- PARIS J. VAN HORN 
two point lead in the following canto, At a last tryout on Thursday night, interest. He will ask honest and wide- tain friendly people who would like to 
liolding a 15-13 third period margin. the cast for the senior class play, "The awake questions, on the one h and, and remain in high school another year! 
A basket and a free throw for Ash- Patsy" was selected by Miss Neely hold h 'imself in readiness to "fill jn" . Several members of next year's foot.-
Pwr-e seemingly put the game safely and Mr. Sharpe, coaches. and be useful whenever needed, on Every week, each t_eacher IS asked to ball and basketball teams were fnr-
aw f th · ·tors But Day urged th H fill out a scholarshiP_ record for the I tunate enough to meet their future 
ay or e VISI · Cl k 1 Margaret Morris will h ave the lead- ~ . e other. e will be alive t? every students who are makmg grades below co h P H V H f B octoJl 
in a shot fr.om close-in and Jim ar I ing part of Patricia Harrington, Wil- situa tiOn and on the alert to lmprove C Th f tl. ac ' . . an orn o r ' 
pounded in his ninth of the evening li'am Hei'nlei·n and Harri'et Moore Wl'll ' it. a average e reason or liS, ac-- when he visited TC Wednesday. cardin~ to the principal, is not only 
from the foul line. With the score portray Mr. and Mrs. Harrington, her f Finally, the. teacher can expe~t loy- to raise the scholarship at TC, but to 
again so close, only the gun could hav·e parents, and Margaret Servey will be alty. T~t lS, a student ~~ ~0 1 warn those that are failing so that 
saved further excitement. he older sister Grace. John Oliver best to fmd out the g·ood quah :;Ies m they cannot say at the end of the 
Patronize the News advertisers. 
Math Students Are 
Guests of College 
Shades of Newton, Pascal, Archi-
medes, and Pupin! What would the 
modern world be like without mathe-
matics? These were only a few of 
the interesting subjects developed on 
Wednesday night, when the students 
of TG were the guests of the college 
Mathematics club. 
Defying space and time, the vis-
!tors were given a thrilling trip 
through infinity, and chaperoned by 
the college students, visited the an-
cients, studied the development of pi, 
learned that all triangles are isosceles, 
and that two and two make one! 
.When they were safely back in their 
seats, Mr. Heller told the group about 
an interesting nun1ber series, and Mr. 
Taylor discussed the modern appli-
cations of this study. 
At the close of the meeting, the 
club's annual paper, "The Discrimi-
nant," was handed out. 
Miniature Olympic 
Promised by GAA 
The Olympics of 1935, open to the 
public and free of charge, will be 
sponsored by the GAA Feb. 21, in the 
gym. 
A stunt to represent each sport in-
cluded in GAA work will be presented: 
a ping pong tournament, a basketball 
game, and several tap dances. Other 
features are being kept as a surprise. 
The evening will end with a social 
hour of cards, dancing, and ping pong 
for the public. 
Now This Week-
Tuesday 
Surprise!. The history department, 
under the leadership of Miss Elling-
ton, will have charge of the general 
assembly in the second period at 8:55. 
Don't miss it. 
We almost beat Ashmore. We're 
going to beat Greenup here at 7:30. 
Come and yell. 
Wednesday 
No special meetings today, so you 
can spend your time preparing your 
lessons "extra nice." 
Thursday 
Nous parlons francais. And the 
French club is going to have another 
meeting. Mr. Verwiebe will speak at the 
home of Aline Claar, president, at 
7:30. 
and James Cla;ke will take the parts h is teacher and to make the m ost of term, "I thought that I was doing 
of 'Dony Anderson and Billy Caldwell. them, . applying t his principle b~th to 
The time of working up the play work m class and t o the expresston of 
will be about six weeks if the present opinion outside the classroom. More-
plans remain unchanged. It is thought over, it suggests ~h.at . the student c::tn 
that there will be two performances be expected to mmimlze any faults he 
so that all the audience will have a may discover, as long as it is t olerable 
passing work." 
WE'RE SORRY f 
The editorial of last week was wrlt-
ten by John MacGregor, not by Ur. 
Alter, as stated.- Mr. Alter's editoTinl 
appears in this week's issue. 
HOLMES BARBER 
SHOP 
FIVE CHAIRS-NO WAITING 
chance for better seats. to do so. 5I In these ways, the student earns a WHAT '·S THIS? MUST BE right to his n ew title. He is a "boos-NEW VARIETY OF GAME ter" for his school, not by loud talk Southwest Corner Square 
One bright winter day, Thomas H en-
ry, the fairchild of the, king, glanced 
out the bower window and seeing so 
much sunny atmosphere decided to 
take himself thence for a ramble in 
the highlands. Upon leaving t he ha ll 
the baker reminded him that moore 
hucklebenies were necessary for the 
p'ie. He trudged out angered t o be 
bothered by such petty troubles. He 
had not proceeded fararr when he no-
ticed that the sisselling hotness had 
disappeared and the air was becoming 
hayes-ie. Then came the rain. Our 
hero ran for refuge under a grnve of 
birch trees, but finding his feet mycr-
ing in the mQ.d, dashed for the bat-nes 
with the swiftness of a fox, and clodds-
ing as many drops as possible. While 
waiting for the dew po'int to pass, he 
thought how greene h e had been and 
wished he were a swann. Then the 
moisture ceased to fall and with a 
cry of "Luzene!" he made a mad rush 
for the house. Hawkins, who had ob-
served the plight of his young master, 
held the door at a 90 degree angle. 
Thomas puffed in and sank !nt() a 
morris chair and proclaimed "This 
will never again!" 
Wee Wonders 
When we grow up we are going to 
be: 
Trude Foltz, "An adult." 
Katsy K incaid, "An old maid school 
teacher." 
Aline Claar, "A hairdresser." 
Margaret Servey, "A poetess, of 
course." 
Bobby Sunderman, "A movie 3-ctress, 
if I am not mistaken." 
Gerald McComas, "A toe dancer." 
George Farrer, "I'm going to EI and 
work on the FERA for Miss Neeley." 
Ruth Henry, "An aviatrix." 
Betty Lou Bails, "A basketball star." 
Jan Oliver, "He's going to hunt with 
Mr. Crowe." (Hunt what?) (I know, 
the lost elephant.) 
Jim Clark, "A gigolo." 
or useless boasting, but by ~ctnal 
achievement in the study hall, the 
laboratory, the classroom. And when 
he gra duates, he leaves his school not 
only "not worse," . . . but "bet ter " 
than he found 'it. 
By Donald R. Alter 
Patronize the News advertisers. 
.. .. __ , __________________________ , 
Why Not Tune in a Wonderful Program 
-with a New 1935 Stewart-Warner Radio on these long, cold Winter 
nights, and really enjoy a full evening in your easy chair? Stewart-
Warner Radios have that fine, natural tone that you will enjoy. Let 
us show you a Real· Radio. 
C. W. HUCKLEBERRY & SON 
STEWART-WARNER DEALERS 
Josephine Spicer and Emily Ann 
Wolfe of Paris were the week·-en:i 
guests of Virgin'ia Williams and Betty j 
Lou Bails. ---------------------------------
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~~ DENTIST :
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DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN J. A. OLIVER, M. D. 
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat 
Charleston National Bank Bldg. 
Charleston, Ill. 
DENTIST i Charleston National Bank Bldg. i Hours: 8 to 12-1 io 5 I j People's Drug Store Bldg. 
I Phones: Office, 476; Residence, 762 j Charleston, Ill. 
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Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629 
1 OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD 1 Alexander Bldg. 
1 North Side Square I Phone 340 
I Frames Repaired--'Lenses Duplicated 
Office Hours. 9. 00 to 12.00 A. M. and 
2:00 to 6:00 and 7:00 to 9:00 P. M. 
6041;2 Sixth St. 
Phones: Office, 30; Res. C. D. S. 770: 
• Res. W. M. S., 132 
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Annual Mid-winter Semi-formal Held Fridag Nite 
Dance Given by Phi Sigma Epsilon and 
Pem Hall Is Attended by 125 Couples 
• 
Social News in Hues 
Burton Clark and Fred Zimmerman 
Byron Dunbar's Orchestra Plays 
Dance; Valentine Decorative 
Scheme Is Emphasized. 
- were in Terre Haute Monday. 
Mrs. William Bucher 
Honored at Bridge 
Virginia Hillier spent the week-end 
with Wilma Ann Miller at her home in 
Tower Hill. 
Crystal Funkhouser spent the week-One hundred and twenty-five cou- Mrs. William L. Bucher, Jr., of end in Paris. 
ples attended the mid-winter semi- Columbia, Pa., was guest of honor on Helen Slinn ,
32 
Onarga visited 
formal sponsor~d by Pemberton Hall Wednesday evening at a bridge party 
· · th H 11 friends at EI last week-end. and Phi Sigma Epsilon m e a given by Margaret McCarthy at her 
parlors from 9:30 until one o'clock home. Flour tables of bridge were in Francis Holterman of Arcola visited 
Friday night. Byron Dunbar's or- play. Miss Natalie Lantz held high friends at Charleston this week-end. 
chestra furnished · the music for dane- score and Miss Bobby Wyeth, second Madeline Burgart '32 was renewing 
ing. high. Mrs. Bucher was given a guest acquaintances at EI Friday. 
Red and white streamers and red prize. At the close of the evening, a 
hearts pierced with white arrows· were salad course was served. 
employed in the Valentine's Day other 
Besides Mrs. Bucher, guests decorating scheme. Both the parlors 
and the dining hall were utilized for were: Mrs. Herbert Iknayan, Misses 
dancing. Punch and sandwiches were Natalie Lantz, Bobby Wyeth, Kathryn 
served at the close of the evening. W~lker, Maxine and Shirley Harrod, 
Those in the reception line inclurt- L01s ~sabel Barnfield, Helen Purl, 
ed: Mr. and Mrs. Kevin J. Gu'inagh,, Josephme rr:homas, Martha Berkl~y, 
Mr. and Mrs. Hobart F. Heller, Mr.
1 
Mary R osalie Bear, Emma Ball, Ellz-
and Mrs. Franklyn L. Andrews, Miss abeth McCarthy, and Margaret Ir-
Nathile McKay, Dr. James Wright of win. 
Paris, Helen Haughton, Glen Cooper, Mrs. Bernard Rose of Knoxville, 
Harriet Ray and Reno Bianchi. Tenn., was an out-of-town guest. 
Among the alumni present for the I --J 
dance were Misses Florence Gumm R. G. Buzzards Give 
and Gladys Strohl, of Pa1is; Beatrice · 
Pauli, Chicago; Frances Holterman, Buffet Supper Sunday 
Arcola; Dorothy Allen, Brocton; 
Messrs. Vaughn Armer, Matto<'n; President and Mrs. R. G. Buzzard 
Wendell Davis, Aubert North a~d 
Orner Elliot, all of Brocton; John 
Black and Elbert Field of Urban::~,; 
John Powers, Rardin; Harold R.obblns, 
Richard Story, Paul 'I'innea, William 
Peters, and John Reynolds, all of 
Charleston. 
Helen Haughton and Glenn Cooper 
were co-chairmen of the dance. 
entertained a number ,of guests with a 
buffet supper at their home, 615 Har-
rison Street, Sunday evening, February 
10. Pink was dominant in the color-
ful decorations. Invited guests were: 
B etty Daugherty was the week-end 
guest of Helen Sabin at her home in 
Mattoon .... Alice Charlton has gone 
to her home in Danville. She has been 
ill with influenza .... Eleanor Mc-
Farlan, Edith Amerman and Neva 
Chapman were week-end visitors in 
Bridgeport . . . . Gerald Coleman and 
Harry Sockler spent the week-end with 
friends in Lovington ... Eleanor Peters 
was the guest of Ruth Miller at her 
home in Casey Saturday and Sunday 
.... Helen Jones visited friends and 
relatives in Janesville over the week-
nd . . .. Gladys Strohl and Florence 
Gumm of Paris attended the Pember-
ton Hall-Phi Sigma Epsilon Formal 
Friday night . . . . June Ritchie of 
Bridgeport attended the dance Friday 
.... Robert Dale, attending the Uni-
versity of Illinois, was the guest orf 
Juanita Brown this week-end . . . . . 
Louise Tym is confined to her home 
with chicken-pox . . . . Mrs. A. J. 
Michael is visiting her daughter, Miss 
Elizabeth Michael . . .. Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank Verwiebe spent the week-end in 
Chicago. 
'Campus View', New Non-college Club, 
Holds First Meeting; Initiates Members 
Two Faculty Members 
Are Hosts at Dinners 
President and Mrs. R. G. Buzzard 
entertained with a three course dinner, 
served at 6: 30 Tuesday evening. Pink 
sweet peas were used for the table. 
The guests were: Miss Elizabeth 
Michael and her mother, Mrs. A. J . 
Michael, of Maywood, Ill., who is visit-
ing here, Miss Mabel J. Hupprich, Miss 
Winnie D. Neely, Miss Florence Litch-
field, Miss Mary Louise Camer10111; 
Messrs . Winfield Scott Angus, James 
M. Hobbs, and Robert Shiley. 
Initiation Ceremony Consists of 
Interpretations-After a Fash-
ion; Plan Open House. 
The Campus Viewers of 1505 Seventh 
street held an initiation party Monday 
night at 6:30. 
A plate lunch consisting of sand-
wiches, potato salad, pickles, jello, cake, 
and coffee were served to the sixteen 
members. 
After the lunch the new girls at the 
house were initiated. There were ten 
new and six old m embers. Each new 
girl came to the party wearing some-
thing· extraordinary. They were taken 
through the "death morgue" and ini-
Mr. and Mrs. Harold M. Cavins en- tiated into the "hen society." Each 
tertained at a seven o'clock dinner new girl was made to kiss the bible. 
party Friday evening. The following (Which turned out to be a pan of 
guests were present: Mr. and Mrs. c. I water.) The letters c. V. in green and 
H. Coleman, Mr. and Mrs. F . . L. An- ~ red ink were stamped on the arm of 
drews, and Mrs. and Mrs. Hiram F. each new girl. 
Thut. 
Following ·the dinner, the party at-
tended the Pemberton Hall-Phi Sig-
ma Et>silon dance. 
The last event of the evening was to 
make each girl give some little per-
formance. (One boxing match lasted 
three minutes.) 
A business meeting was held at the State Supervisor end of the evening and the plans for 
Is Home Ec Guest I an •Open house were completed. 
. The Home Economics girls living at 
Miss Adah Hess, state supervisor of I Miss Attebery's apartment entertained 
home economics, was the principal ! several girls at a buffet supper Satur-
speaker at the Home Economics club day evening. Those present as guests 
meeting held last Tuesday evening. were wanda Lee Lorton, Alice Groff, 
Miss Hess told of what Illinois has Phyllis Adkins, and Helen Deviney. 
done for homemakers. 
F. E. BARNES, M. D. D. 0. 
OSTEOPATH 
Phones 526-194 Two Former Students 
Are Wed at Mattoon 
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Sharp, Mr. and 
Mrs. Wesley C. Eastman, Mr. and Mrs. 
0 L. Railsback, Mr and Mrs. R. W. 
Cordier, Mrs. Anita R. Fields, Mrs. Lu-
cile Mills Schaudt, Miss Hazel I. Hicks, 
Miss Lota Eberly, Miss Myrtle Arno~d, 
Miss Maude L. Chambers, Miss Wil-
helmina Jacobson, Miss Harriet Love, 
Miss Ruth Major, and Miss Leah I. 
Precedi.ng the meeting, Miss Hess 
was guest of honor at a dinner given 'I 
by the senior girls of the home eco-
nomics department. Those present for 
M R G B d the dinner besides Miss Hess included: ' rS. • • Uzzar Florence Field, Ruby Conover, MQx- j Rooms 5-6-7, Mitchell Block Charleston, Ill. 
Emily Margaret Gordon, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. L. E. GoTdon,. Mat-
toQU,, and Howard oames, son of Mr. 
and Mrs. Bert James, Mattoon, were 
married at Mattoon Saturday evening 
at 5 o'clock. Attendants were Harold 
James and E'valyn Schooley. The 
brlde is a former student of EI, at-
tending here in '31, '32, and '33. 
Following the wedding, dinner was 
enjoyed at the bride's home. Mr. and 
Mrs. J ames will make their home in 
Mattoon. They will be home to friends 
after February 16 at 3321 72 Western 
avenue. 
MisS Glenna Redmon and Alonzo 
Lacey, both of Mattoon, were married 
at Mattoon Saturday evening at eight 
o'clock. The bride attended EI in 
1932. 
Thomas McNutt, Jr., and Evalyn 
Schooley were attendants. Mr. and 
Mrs. Lacey are making their home in 
Mattoon, where the groom is employ-
ed. 
Valentine's Party 
Given by Unit One 
Unit One of the Women's League 
met for a Valentine party at 1525 Sev-
enth street Wednesday evening. Tile 
girls of that house were hostesses. 
Games and cards were played in 
keeping with the Valentine Day spirit. 
The Valentine box was opened and 
each member drew a valentine. .For 
refreshments, wieners and marshmal-
lows were roasted over the firepla ce. 
Plans were made for a theater part.y 
in March. 
Is Hostess to Club ine Eubanks, Phyllis Adkins, Mary I Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat. 
___ I Love, Helen Devinney, Alice Groff, !-================~ Mrs. R. G. Buzzard was hostess to Miss Wilhelmina Jacobson and Miss •· Stevens. 
Sharon Truitt VVeds 
On Friday Afternoon 
the Drama Study Club on Thursd::w Clara Attebery. Miss Jacobson and 
evening. Those who took part in the Miss Attebery are the instructors in 
play, "Musical Chairs," by Ronalrt the department. 
MacKenzie, were the following: Mr:>. --------
Sharon Truitt, a senior at EI, and 
J ack Owens of Charleston were mar-
ried Friday afternoon, February 8, by 
·Justice of the Peace A. S. Jackson, at 
Ashmore, Ill. Witnesses were Wilma 
Halloran and Dan Brooks, both of 
Charleston. 
J ay B. MacGregor, Mrs. Donald R. l Eleanor Peters .and Helen ~ones, were 
Alter, Mrs. J. G. Ross, Mrs. o . L. Rails- h?stesses to an mform~l six o clock 
back, Mrs. Herbert Iknayan, Miss Ha- dmne~ Wednesday evemng. Guests at 
zel Hill, Mrs. Glen Edman, and M.iss the dmner were Dorothy Dowell, Lyle I 
Marjorie Hayes. Specht, Paul Bateman, and Kenneth 
Miss Maude Buckler was the direc- Nooley. 
The bride's home is in Nokomis, Ill. 
She has lived at Pemberton Hall 
throughout her four years at EI and 
was president of the Hall Council in 
her sophomore year. 
tor of the play. 
LEAG'GE BRIDGE 'J.10URNEY 
IS CONCLUDED SA'rURD.AY 
Maxine Harrod and Annette Blom-
quist were awarded the prize for the 
MRS. W. L. BUCHER highest score in the Women's League 
IS GUEST OF HONOI-t bridge tournament Saturday afternoon, 
___ I February 9. Ten couples started four 
Helen purl was hostess to several I weeks ago, playing. six games each Sat-
friends at bridge Tuesday evening. ! urday afternoon m the parlootrs of 
Mrs. William L. Bucher, Jr., of Colum- Pemberton Hall. 
bia, Pa., and former student at EI, was Frieda Logan and Iva McCrillis were 
guest of hono:r. a close second. Rose Marie Megaw 
B esides Mrs. Bucher and Miss Purl, was chairman of the tournament com-
others present were: Margaret Me- mittee. 
The gift for the 







IN YOUR MIRROR 
Well groomed hair is essential, 
but are you neglecting your skin? 
Your mirror will tell you the rav-
ages of winter months that ar€! 
especially harsh on the skin'. It 
is just as important to keep the 
skin smooth and unlined as to be 
well dressed. Our softening oil 
facials will do this for you. 
Phone 1501 for an Appointment 
Modern Beauty Shop 
Marguerite Armstrong 
Anna J. Lang, Lois Weathers 
earthy, Kathryn Walker, Josephine j 
Thomas Maxine and Shirley Harrod. Have the best for less. Carlton , 
' I cosmetics-Any article 39c-Be sure to 
Give Her a Nice Heart-Shaped Box of 
Johnston Candies 
MISS M KAy IS HOSTESS I see this complete line-Peoples D~ug 
c Store- Walgreen System-North side 
Dean Nathile McKay was hostess to 
Miss Irene Pierson of the University 
of Illinois at luncheon on Tuesday. 
Other guests were Miss Annie L. Wel- I 
ler, Miss Emma Reinhardt, Miss Ann- I 
abelle Thomson, Miss Saunders, and ,. 
Florence Wood. 
Mrs. W . J . A wty, 838 Seventh street, 
square. 
BAND BOX DRY CLEANING 
Odorless-No Fading 
No Shrinking 
KIND TO YOUR CLOTHES 
Corner Confectionery 
Phone 81 
Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store 
WELCOMES YOU! 
FAC LTY ARE GUESTS entertained a group ·olf friends at 
AT PEMBERTON HALL bridge Thursday evening. Her guests I 
were: Mrs. William L. Bucher, Jr., of I 
Sunshine Laundry 
PHONE 397 
You '11 be surprised at the large stocks and the quality ':"e 
have. Every item of high grade and guaranteed to be satis-
factory. Everything for the girl. Columbia, Pa., Mrs. Bernard I. Rose L----------------1 The Pemberton Hall girls entertain-
d th f ult S d e I·ng of Knoxville, Tenn., Miss Natalie Lantz, ·-----------------, e e ac y on un ay ev n . 
f 5 00 t 7 00 'th v 1 t· and Miss Bobby Wyeth; Messrs. Byron rom : o : w1 a a en 1ne . . . . 
t M. N thil M K d MI'ss I Miller, Paul Tmnea, William Harry-ea. ISS a e c ay an , . 
Ann b 11 Th d t t bl s 1 man and David McDonald of Mattoon. 1 a e e omson poure a a e , 1 
decorated in red carnations and white / ·-----------------~ 
taper candles. Josephine Novotny had I We always have a complete line 
charge of the tea. of Fresh Fruit and Vegetables at i 
I 
Boys! Modern rooms are available at 
303 Lincoln street. Board is available 
if desired. Also do student laundry 
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WI DO OU. M8'r 
NEW GROCERY AND 
MARKET 
Lawyer's Grocery 
1020 Lincoln St. Phone 1478 
HOSIERY COATS 
UNDERWEAR DRESSES 
DRESS GOODS SPORTS WEAR 
HATS MUSIC 
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service 
at all times. Expert operator. 
ALEXANDER'S 
"WATCH FOR THE 1935 FORD V-8 CARS" 
McARTHUR MOTOR SALES 
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS PHONE 666 
Page Pour -
"Tell the truth and don't be afraid" 
Published each Tuesday of the school year by the stu-
dents of the Eastern Illinois State Teachers College at 
Charleston 
Entered as second class matter November 8, 1915, at the 
Post Office at Charleston, Illinois, under the Act of March 
3, 1879. 
~ Printed by the Courier Publishing Company 
Alexander Summers '36 ........................................................ Editor 
Roy Wilson '36 ........................................ .... .... .. Assistant Editor 
Leallyn Clapp '35-Phone 224 ........................ Business Manager 
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TEACHERS OOIJLEOE NEWS 
H. DeF. Widger Is r-u-••-··-·-·-- II li-n -·1 
Rotary Club Talker 1 CAMPUS ., 
H. DeF. Widger of the English de- 1 L Q S E _ U p S i 
partment was the featur·ed speaker bea-t 11 I fore the Charleston Rortarians j - By the Editor I 
their luncheon last Tuesday. He T • +·-·-----·---··_.._.._..._............ --··--·-··-··-··-··-··-··-+ spoke of the cultural contributions at 
EI originating outside the class room. FULL LENGTH PORTRAIT-
Mr. Widger named chapel exercises It is the custom in most every country to wheel 
as one of the fa~tors most re~pons~ble out the emblem of its greatest national hero on a 
for culture, statmg that their exist-( aiven day in the year embelliclh 
ence here for the past 35 years has 5h. · 'th · d' 
been a "fountain of culture." He em- liD WI prmse :rn- reverence. 
phasized the inestimable importance and then r eturn h1m ~o the laud 
of Mr. Lord's chapel ta~ks, dealing at of legends . The particular hero 
times with the co111monplace and yet we worship in these United StaLc>s 
invaluable things. Mr. Koch's piano is Abraham Lincoln. His birth 
selections bef,oll'e and during chapel anniversary is being observed to-
were characterized as a definite cul- day. Commemoration of his birth 
tural inducement. has special significance· to stu-
Tuesday, February 12, 1935 
Readers Re vue 
By Evelyn Hallowell 
A Winter Diary and Other Poems 
(The Macmillan Company, $1.90) is 
the fifth volume by Mark Van Doren 
and the first since the publication of 
J onathan Gentry in 1931. One is 
struck by the sensitiveness of Mark 
Van Doren to a wide range of natural 
phenomena. His sonnets are in the 
Shakespearean form; of course, the 
theme is l.QIVe. If some of the rhyming 
off.ends your ear, remember that Mr. 







Outside activities, especially athletic · dents of EI. 'l,he very soil upon 
. meets, were other important contri- upon which EI stands is a part 
butions. He mentioned the splendid of · the Lincoln legend. For it is 
efforts of the College Trio, the Girls' 
Glee Club, the bands, and Enter- recorded· that the trail which Abraham Lincoln 
to accurate rhyming. The sonuets may 
be a trifle disappointing; all arrive at 
a high level of excellence, but none rise 
above this level. The lyrics are main· 
ly reflections on the nature of man. 
Perhaps the best bit in the whole 
book is, however, the title-piece, "A 
Winter Diary." 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1935 
Does 'Young Blood' Favor 
Spilling of Blood? 
''Peace at any cost'' may be the cry of the good 
tainment course numbers, explaining traveled frequently from Charleston to the home-
the early history of the Course. He stead south o,f Farmington passed through the 
made spEcial mentton of such out- campus, probably cutting across where the west 
standing numbers as the Minneapolis end of the Administration building now stands, 
Symphony Orchestra, the St. Louis on arotmd the north shore of Lake Ahmoweenah 
Symphony Orchestra, the Princess and across the 72 acre plot which was named 
Pat Band, the United States Marine , ' Lincoln Field'' last year. 
Band, the Russian Symphonic Choir, 
the Been Greet Players, and lecturers PICTORIALS-
of the calibre of Stuart Chase and 
Road of Ages by Robert Nathan (Al-
fred A. Kno!pf, $2.50) is a fantasy of 
Jews in exHe. Robert Nathan is a 
genuine master of a specialized Amer-
ican prose. In this book there is a 
perfection of style, a "heavenly orches-
tra of <wer-tones." This fantasy is 
weak where others have been strong. 
His finest books are The Fiddler in 
Barley' and Jonah. 
The nation-wide Peace Poll now being con- No Quarter Given (Harper and people of the United States, but college students William Lyon Phelps. Brothers, $2.5o) is th'-"' second novel of 
l lf · h h k h h ducted by Literary Digest and the Association -will go on y ha way w1t t at remar w en t e Alexander Summers was a guest of Paul Horgan, author of The Fault of 
· · b h of College Editors was precipitated by a con-League of :Nations is mentioned m the same reat . the club. Angels, the prize-winning novel. No 
I b · d d b h L" troversy between the latter organization and The Peace :.>oll now e1ng con ucte y t e 1t- Quarter Given is a long and fairly com-
erary Digest in co-operation with the Association ·william Randolph Hurst. 'l,he ACE wrote an plex novel. Paul Horgan is thoroughly 
of College Editors reveals that just a little over 50 I Th s B open letter to Mr. Hearst, in the form of a modern; yet he has an abundant fer-
per cent of college students throughout the country e oa p ox questionnaire, for the purpose of getting the tility, an inventive faculty. which seems 
I 
publisher's editorial views on war and peace. inexhaustive. Although No Quarter 
believe we should enter the L eague. Students and faculty members It worked. Mr. Hearst followed with a page Given is n ott in its·elf a work of first 
In addition to the League question, the Poll i~ are invited to cla.mber upon the length blast at unpreparedness and indicted importance, it displays talents which 
seeking answers to six other queries. They are: ' soap box a.ndl give vent to their those agencies working for it. The I ational may easily become so. 
"Can the United States stay out of war?, Would opiniOillS on anything printed in Industrial L eague-tinged with radicalism- The ever talked-about Gertrude stein 
You bear arms if the United States was invaded ~' · the News, problems around school, d 1 · ff f , is to deliver a series of lectures at the accuse us sta o 'key-holing" reports of Would vou fight if the United States was the in- or national topics which may have University of Chicago in March and 
J .... ~..: 11 PI 1· •t one of their meetings. Mr. Hearst reported th vader?, Do you believe that a national policy of an a ..,.,.... .. ng on co eges. ease um will then go to San Francisco to be e 
letters to 150 words. All communi- 'red' doimrs at that gathering. t f G t d Ath t All Oif American :Navy and Air-force second to none is a ~ gues o er ru e er on. 
sound method of insuring us against •being drawn cations must berur the signa.flure of ROGUE 'S GALLERY- Miss Stein's American lectures will be 
the writer. The News assumes no published in one volume by Random 
into another war?, Do you believe in national con- responsibility for opinions expressed Geometry always did baffle us. Since this little House in March. 
trol o£ muhitions, and do you believe in universal in this column. I story_ has. to do with squaring round tables (can Clever advertising recently seen - a 
conscription of all resources of capital and labor in ·----------------· vou 1magme such a thmgV) it, too, is baffling. But cartoon of a workman riding a girder 
order to control all profits in time of war~'' 'l'he Praising Public Address Unit here are the facts: Pemberton Hall, with an eye to to the top of a very tal skysscraper 
favorable vote for US League entry-crowning To the Editor: bigger and better banquet facilities, resolved last engrossed in Ale·xander w .oucott's 
question, it seems, of the Poll-was concentrated. I think the use of the public address ·week that if .,their round tables were square they While R<tme Burns; also another where, 
in the East. Other sections of the country are op- system for repoll'ting high lights of the would fit together and afford much more table while the defense attorney pleads his 
posed to entrance. On other questions the margi1 C~rbondale-EI basketball game was space . Industrial Arts students working for the case, the Judge's nose is buried in 
of difference is considerably wider-but in all case:, one of the best innovations we have l<'ERA were called in, and, under Harry R. Jack- Wh~le R~me Burns; and - the deep-
seen at the college this year For the sea diver seated on the floor of the 
peace is favored. host of less well informed fans who son's supervision, pro·ceeded to square the circular ocean reading the same book. Have 
When sent such a Poll, it is difficult fo,r a Mid- neverthe·less enjoy basketball, reports tables. Y'Ou read it? 
western college tucked unassumingly a way in t1~ as t 01 substitutions, statistics on the row Mr. J ac~son and ~is squaring crew have Since autobiography usually seems 
heart of what H . L . Mencken calls the Bible Be. game and other explanatory material, '~rought somethmg o~ which they ar~ unaware., to be less conjecture than biography, 
to make decisive answer. After all, to us war is\ are h ighly beneficial. 'I h ey have wroug~t rmn for the good t1me ~e had readers and admirers of John Cowper 
something related to the romances of history and Why couldn't the address system be contemplated havmg at the Student Council Ban .. I Powys will enjoy Autobiography (Simon 
nothing tangible enough in our young minds to j usEd regularly ? quet. While the others are enjoying themselves I and Schuster, $3.50). He sketches the 
cau e feverish opinionation one way or the other. -A. ~- vve will be sitting there figuring, and figuring, ho'v events of his life chr_ono~ogicall~ and 
Naturally then, we favor peace, but being from Unfortunately, there is a standard those men ever managed to make square tables out I spen?s the rest of his t~me tellmg of fee charged for the use of the unit . . , d , the 1nner man. He wntes, "I have 
idyllic illinois and its multiple madnesses, oppose Only when some organization hires it of round ones. Darn It, we wish we de never hear tried to write life as if I were con-
entrance in the L eague. W e believe we are ex- with a view toward profit can it be ap- anything about their old tables. fessing to a priest, a philosopher and a 
pressing the majority of our student opinion on propria.ted for outside usage. - The SNAPSHOTS- wise old woman .. · . I have sought to 
that SubJ.ect 1·n those statements. We have not comt editors. get rid o.f all pose, all pretense, an Here's one for the 'Oddities Book.' Ileads su:fficientl~r under the pressure of war discussion t , hypocrisy, all self-deception, all false 
J of the Wheaton Record, student publication dignity." 
have become thoroughly stirred about the suuject. Our Poor Wobbly Soap Box of Wheaton College, are: D erby, editor-in-chief; 
In fact-excuse us for this hedging-'' All we know Dear Soap-Box: Ross, business manager. It's a pity Wheaton 
· h t d · th ' ' As one who has been disappointed ~ 1s w a we rea In e papers. 1'sn't 1·n Irentucky .... Pennsylvania College in you ,o.f late, I want to know, "What .~ 
Warblers for All Now 
Economy and justice at once were accomplished 
last week when Warbler heads announced that the 
1935 year book may be had for $2.25 and t hat the 
customary $1.00 extra for possession of the annual 
will not be charged. Obviously, the move personi-
fies economy for the student body. It r epresents 
justice because in the past many students ·could not 
pay the $1.00 fee . All the same, they were required 
to pay $2.25 for something they never possessed. 
That ''gift'' sum was unconsciously paid in the 
form of registration dues. Each student pays 75 
cents each term toward publishing expenses of the 
book. 
Availing themselves of a surplus which has b een 
accumulating for three or four years, Warbler 
chieftains decided to provide for universal distribu-
tion. They hope to perpetuate this practice by get-
ting a larger grant of money fr()m the registration 
fund each term in the future. Our students cer-
tainly should back the plan of Warbler heads to 
make this arrangement permanent. Its twin ad-
vantages should make the proposal attractive to all. 
Digest Makes Its Bow 
The New offers a n ew feature this week. It is 
the Collegiate Digest, rotogravure and news item 
eye-pleaser pub1i hed by the Associated Collegiate 
Press. It is offered with the hope that students will 
find happenings and oddities o.n other campi mf 
general interest. From time to time, it is hoped 
that pictures and news from our own college will 
be given space in the Digest. 
is the matter?" Not many issues ago has had a tomato named after it. The tomato 
you fairly bubbled over with interest, is called simply 'Penn State' ... Lake Forest 
what with the controversy over a College, T . C., has joined the parade of col-
trenchant critic and other timely mat- leges banning hazing in any degree . . . Now 
ters. I am pained to see, therefore, that Lombardo has elbowed himself onto our 
that you, sir Soap Box, have been de- chapel program, we might bring the pro-
serted by •ollU" more aggressive students. fessors Fishburn and Nichols of Penn State 
I believe you n Eed som.e good pub-
licity. Why not post an ad, "Vacant- here for a lecture on ''hot'' jazz. They've 
can be had at small sacrifice- made a detailed study of the ''art'' . .. 'l,he 
Guaranteed quick and lively returns- Uoll giaie Digest, which appears with this 
Very little risk." week's issue of the News, has met with such 
-E. N. 
Chapel at Another College 
To the Soap Box: 
An important reason why students 
do not attend chapel despite efforts to 
provide attractive programs for them 
lies in the fact that chapel programs 
are given during free periods. If EI 
should follow the plan of a teachers 
(Continued on Page 7) 
Wisdom and Words 
"Books are a guide in youth and 
an entertainment . in age."-J,eremy 
Collier. 
"The great man is he who in the 
midst of the crowd keeps with perfect 
sweetness the serenity of solitude."-
Emerson. 
Three winsome words which y10ru 
should know: - puissant - powerful, 
strong; vainglorious boastful; 
phantasmagoria - illusive images. 
favor that the publishers have been unable to' 
meet demands for its subscription in various 
colleges . 
+·-··-·--·--·--·--·--··-··-·· .... -··-··--·-··-··-··-··-··-·+ {Vater Under the Bridge 
+·-··-··-··-··-·--~~·-··-··-····-··-··-··-··-··-··-··--·-·+ 
TEN YEARS AGO 
Week of February 9-16 
rrhe Minneapolis Symphony Orch estra was 
booked to appear at EI Tuesday, February 16. 
Charleston high school defe.ated T C, 15-12. 
A fast-tiring T C team bowed to Metcalf, 25-13. 
ONE YEAR AGO 
Week o.f F~ebruary 13-20 
It was anno1.mced that eighty-eight students 
had secur ed ] 1ER.A work. 
Dick Cisne's orchestra was billed for Junior-
Senior Prom. 
EI lost to McKendree 48-38, but beat Shurtleff 
39-32. 
r -··- ··- ··- ··-··------·--·-··-··-·+ The Elephant's Child l +·~··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-~~·-··-··-~+ 
Have ycu any New Year's Resolu-
tions left? 
Ed Pegelow '37-I don't know. rve 
forgotten what they were. 
Ja.net Bainbridge '38- I still have 
all I made. (I didn't make any, you 
know.) 
Je.gsie Lou Cochran '36 - I didn't 
make any in the first place. 
Don Neal '36 - None made. None 
broken. None left. 
Scott Funkhouser '35 - What's the 
use of making them. You never keep 
them. 
0. Lackey (?)-Yes- I'm breaking 
it now. Fauncy me writing for the 
e. c. Prof. Noyes says its time to quit. 
(Ed. note--JCould it be because 0 . L. 
annoys him?) 
Wayne Neal '38-I made a resolu-
tion to study, but 9n account of I 
don't like to, I broke it . Besides, I 
live at the Lair. 
Agnes Worland '38-The fist is still 
intact, but as far as using them-well, 
that's a different matter. I'm impa-
tiently waiting for 1936 to come so I 
can start with a clean slate. 
Jerry Craven '34--Yes, I've managed 
to say my prayers once each day for 
a month now. 
Mary Frances Etherton '36-No. I 
had no sooner made them until I for-
got that I had even made any. So I 
am patiently waiting for '36 to come 
around and try once again. 
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f Twenty-One Jays Present . . . . i Alas-Heckler Is No Longer Heckling The Last Trump Mr. and Mrs. Reed (Sr.) looked with 
pride upon their boy Gerald. They 
knew he would be a success in life when 
he grew up. To keep mama and papa 
from being disappointed, Gerald Reed 
will write from the big shots' banquet. 
f I 
1 All The 1 
"This, Partner, Is Our Trick" 
i King's Horses I 
I ! 
COLSEYBUR TURNS TO HISTORY 
A PATRIOTIC ADDRESS 
Talks on Lincoln +•-••-••-•a-•t-ta-tt-lt-~1-••-••-n-••-••-• .. - ••- •w- ••- tw- ••- ••- ••- ••- ••- ••- ••-+ 
Lincoln split rails. Washington split a 
cherry tree. Don't worry, you're not going to 
split your sides. Washington was the "father 
of his country." Lincoln was the father of the 
Republican party. Your son may go to EI. 
Great men come from strange places. From 
log cabin to President! From Panther Lair-
well, at least, to Secretary of State. Our coun-
try owes these men much-sort of war debts that 
will never be paid. Washington was an aristo-
crat. He would have lived at the Phi Sig· 
. PROF. COLSEYBUR 
house. Lincoln borrowed his books. That was before textbook libraries. Wash-
ington crossed the Delaware. You can cross the Ambraw. Lincoln freed the 
slaves. You can help those who are taking practice teaching. Washington 
~:~ ~;e t~e F~~~li~.in~o~~;~~t~~:~ ~~~ l~~~"""lll'"""""'"'""'""""!l!!"""li!l'"m""!lll"""!lll""'""!l!""'"'m"""""""""""""m"m""""""!l!!"" 
Statistics show that our brains are Flash-News Items! 
composed of 80 per cent water. Let's 
look at those figures again. We'll n ever be able to yell whole-
heartedly till Si turns up with a pil-
Pun of the week: Hey, I dropped a low. 
dime on the floor-pick it up Widger 
fingers. 
Going to teach this morning? No, 
I just thought I'd wear my suit for 
a change. (Maybe some of the Frosh 
haven't heard this story before). 
Dear Folks: 
Your efforts have not been in vain. 
Polygons are plain figures having 
many sides. Then they must be an-
gular, too. 
Mickey Spence and his Babe Ruth 
ankles-some day Mickey will stumble 
over a cigarette paper and break his 
leg. 
The fellow wh-o said that the things 
we worry over seldom happen wasn't 
Extra! Humpty Dumpty' fable clim-
axed! After Humpty's fall, which must 
have resembled Si's, you remember 
what a sad fizzle the King's horses 
made of putting him back tog-ether? It 
seems that at this point Humpty 
scrambled up, got fried, and virtually 
went to the dogs. 
Moral: the truth will out. 
There is a story about this column 
head to:o, unreleased to date. To hear it, 
come to chapel Thursday, where se-
crets are exposed. 
The next thing you know, Cab Cal-
loway will be playing the hymns in 
chapel. on your inattention to this patriotic 
address. The Pan 
You should be proud of your daugh-
ter. Didn't I always say that EI was 
the place for me? I have been invited 
to the big shots' banquet. thinking about our freshman speeches! ---
1 The height of laziness ... a guy who 
t,_,._,._._,._.,_••-·-·-··-··--·~ gets up at seven-thirty to make an Love, The Pin Committee goes into1 the 
restaurant business. 
"If we can't lead them, 
We'll feed them!" 
Points A n 
Accusing Finger 
Emma Jean Duff. 
P. S.-Send me 75 cents and a new 
formal. 
1 , 1 e~ght 1o'clock. 
J EJ S EAGLE-/ The height of vanity ... A guy who at •• ..• f gets up before seven-thirty to make an j S eight o'clock. 
The Pem Hall Annex (formerly The 
Lair) have declined an invitation to 
join the Women's League. 
llll!llll!llllii!Qiliilflll!lllll!lll!llllllll!ll!ll!l!l!lll!lll!l!lllllll!ii!li!ll!llllllll!l l!!!l l!!ll!l!flllllll!!!!ll!!llli!lliillllllllllll!l!i!llllll 
(As it reveals itself). 
We heard Mr. Spooner calling his 
cat ... here felici domesticus ... nice 
felice . . . domesticus. I p Did Mr. Cook say that college teach-fl.. ~ ., ing was a profe~ or an obsession? 
Mr. Cottingham states, in a last 
weeks news article, that Mr. Widger is 
a "competent judge" for the Literary 
Contest. ·we hasten to add that both 
Mr. Burris and Mr. Shiley' can also 
furnish credentials. 
Now that the campus has stopped 
rolling the baH that the PRESIDENT 
started, let's see if the public can sug-
gest anything for ELMER, who got his 
neck caught in a transom in the course 
elf his last interview. 
Evelyn HarwOOd grew up and went 
to a banquet. She was proud . . . . 
telephone calls . . . congratulations. 
... I am a success ... My debut is 
certain . . . I am going to the big 
shots' banquet. (She might have said 
this.) 
One way of getting even with the 
I S I history department . . . vote a straight republican ticket. +·----··-··-·--··-·--··-··-··-··-.. ·-~+ 
Co-education seems to be a failure, 
at least as far as Chapel is concerned. 
Don't blame the PAN: 
Poetry bad and worse, from faculty The Pin goes to (Fill in 
your own name. Far be it from the and students : 
Aboot all the campus leaders have 
ever led is a pencil so far as we can 
see. 
Workings of an analytical geometry 
mind. 
Bob Duncan is a very smart lad. 
When he was asked the difference be-
tween a spanking and a horse-whip-
ing, he calmly replied, "Well, did you 
ever try spanking a horse?" 
Our own "laboratory course" 
getting a job .- the FERA. 
in 
If this be me Heckler to slight any one.) 
And this I be + _ .. _ ,._,._,._._,._,._,._••-••-••-•+ 
Then I see a little dog I I 
And a little dog sees me. I Elmer's College Daze 
Mr. Heller-Give an example of an I Th ·d ft --- h 1 · b imaginary sph-eroid. . .urs tayl akelriknoon Rc apbeli IS lle-
. g1nmng o oo e a epu can ra y 
Herbert Van Deventer- A roostei . T H 11 It t b th fl 
--- +•-u-••-••-••-.n-••-••-••-••-~~•-~t•-t+ 
1n ammany a . mus e e u. 
egg. Honest Abe got to Washington, per-
haps, because there was no practice 
teaching in those days. 
---The motto of PEMBERTON HALL Dear Elmiree: You can't eat your cracker and have The most pathetic sight that we 
DATERS : If you don't see the date Cigmatawdelta gave Jane Air the it unless you eat it in bed of is a member of the band trying to 
you want, ask for it! other day and it shure was literairy. It sneeze and play a flute at the same Imagine getting mixed up in a poly- ---
. , " , --- just sho!Ws to go you how much more A Vocational Aptitude Test time. 
gon affarr. The stuff iO!f the week goes to the romatik the West is than England or Do Y•Oil.l write notes? 
If you are afraid to face the music, EI coed who took a "blind" date with I wherever. All the English ever do is Yes signifies banker. No means you 
t h t b .1 her eyes open. drink tea and write poetry you can't are a fraidy cat. send in your placemen s ee s y mru . 
It's about time somebody starts that 
"big one" about the five dollar A term 
papers. 
--- understand and books that maybe Do you eat spinach? 
Those qualifying for Professor Col- really could happen. There ain't no _Yes signifies superintendent of an 
seybur's Doctor's degree, should learn fun or exsightment about anything that insane asylum. No means dietician. 
hO'W to thumb proficiently and effi- maybe did happen. Heck no, and any- Do you ever wax eloquent? 
ciently, all cars except Fords and how cigmatawdelta is too big a word Yes means a bee keeper. No means 
--- Chevvies. for a name of a sa.ssiety which don't a bootblack. The school has gone "fluey." 
___ --- mean anything no way. Do y<liU chew your fingernails? 
How much is it the textbook library GEORGE HENRY, would you con- I would like to know what is a soshul Yes, blacksmith. No, carpenter. 
charges when you "crack" your books? descend to come to our Banquet with calendar. It must be a speshul kind If you were on the FERA (as so 
the rest of these Big Shots, STAN Me- where they have nights of the week many a re) would you like to swab 
One thing our school organizations INTOSH and "DOC" HARWOOD? I on it instead of days but I don't see blackboards? 
haven't tried in raising money-selling _! how that would be much help but Yes, sailor. No, janitor. 
Lincoln relics. The first American institution of anyhow another one of them foreign Do you know anything and can you 
higher learning to offer a course in organizations is a giving a sunup tell it? 
They used to expect to be passed be- medical instruction was Columbia promp or tromp or something some of Yes, bartender. No, barber. 
cause they were on the team; noiW they university. these sunups. That's what we need Do cash registers fascinate you? 
expect to be passed because they are more of at EI. The good old back to Yes, a soda cracker salesman. No, a 
on the FERA. the farm get up early in the morning safecracker. 
And once again we are about to trade 
the bread of life for the crumbs of 
knowledge. 
I 5. Charles Austin & Twenty Grand. movement which is a good thing be- Do you lure somebcdy to write term 
Signed Geraldine Sawyer, R S. V. P . cause if people would get up earlier papers for you? 
they would be up when-well applying Yes, industrial magnate. No, kitchen 
RHYMES OF LIFE it to collitch, they would be more peo- cynic. 
1. Classes ple up when class starts which is a Do you like to do your own cooking? 
We always knew that sooner or later Although the prof was beaming, 
the Writers' club would make us weep. And the lecture went just swell; 
good thing I think. But I d·on.'t mean Yes, can opener. No, a good husband. 
to filosofolize cause I got work to do. Are you an applepolisher? 
___ 1 The thing t~at st~pped our dreaming 
Did you ever notice that it costs a 1 Was the flfty-mmute bell. 
lot less to go to school when you are 2 Chapel 
taking practice teaching? The first verse is inspiring; 
We'll give the Sophs ten cents to play 
that record again in Chapel. 
And if you hadn't become a school 
teacher, y'ou might be spending · the 
winter in Florida.. 
To the educators belong the spoils. 
And what a relief it was when we 
finally decided to talk about relief! 
Write our jokes, we'll 
speech! 
write your 
Why not an "innerview" with a grade 
book, Elmer? 
Who Is Anne Howe? 
She thinks she's mighty, mighty 
wild, 
But she can't hold a candle to The 
Elephant's Child! 
The second sometimes sweet; 
The third we are retiring; 
The f.cl<trrth we rest our feet. 
3. Lies 
. We thought we'd get in practice 
Because we are in "lub," 
We called the landlady and told her 
We were spending the night at the 
club. 
4. Friendship 
School is full of troubles, 
And teachers sometimes mean; 
But troubles seem like bubbles 
If no one tells the dean. 
5. Pronouns 
I could call her, first, dear brtOther, 
For I know that she would go; 
But if she· calls me, dear brother, 
Then I can save my dough. 
6. Ambition 
It's pretty hard to tell them 
No matter what you say 
You cf.o• not want to be 




million ancestors can't be You never will convince yourself, 
Not in a tl .onsand days-
Will This Never End? 
1. Leplie Kanatzer & Zazu Pitts 
You'd rather be your own sweet self 
Than he who makes four A's. 
We is all friends, isn't we? Isn't we? 
We say, isn't we? 
I think everybody ought to be more I Yes, horticulturist. No, fool. 
paterotic than they are up here. There Can you take orders without a 
wasn't anybody recited the Getesburg whimper? 
address in chapel this morning. It Yes, waiter. No, debater. 
might be they don't know it but they Did you answer any of these ques-
could of called on me. They ain't got tions? 
no spirit around here and another Yes, psycholtOgist. No, psychologist. 
thing they try to teach you Lincoln __ _ 
wasn't no angel and I know he purt If you never peddled t h em when you 
near musta been else who would walk were a kid, you can at least say after 
three miles to give somebody a penny. you graduate from EI that you were 
You can't believe anything you hear. I once a pauper boy. 
don't care if your history teacher does __ _ 
I say so. 
'CERTAINLY FUNNY,' 
SAYS EI JOKESTER 
"The dangling man on th-e 
campus trees" - new FERA 
theme song. 
Bob Holmes, FERA worker, 
added another chapter to the 
increasingly versatile activities 
of FERA Saturday, February 2, 
when he pushed the ladder from 
under Wilfred Kelly, engaged in 
re-designing the branches of 
certain campus trees. The ground 
met Kelly. 
"It was a grand show," Mr. 
Holmes informed the press. "I 
didn't believe Kelly could fall so 
hard!" 
Who's Hooted This Week? 
Why, Thomas Chamberlin, Mary 
Love, and wocst of all, Don Cavins get 
an invitation to the big shots banquet 
and we advise you to think you'll go, 
to. 
Definition - a reformer is one who 
is ready to let the cat .orut of the bag 
when he smells a mouse. 
MRS. FARNSWORTH IS 
SPEAKER AT CHAPEL 
Mrs. W. S. Farnsworth of Evanston, 
connected with the Women's Christian 
Temperance Union as State Director ()[ 
Alcohol Education, spoke during the 
Thursday chapel exercises. 
VALENTINES 
2 Evelyn Hallowell & King Kong 
3 Ben Edman & Edna Mac Oliver 
4 Don Neal & Sally Rand. Signed: Ole Poker Face. ••----------------• 
Let flowers say "Be My Valentine" 
for you this year. Lee's Flower Shop. 
Phone 39. 
!Ur. Scrugg's tuba, which used to be 
in a prominent place in the Zoology 
lab, has been missing for some time. 
Zoo.logy students are bemoaning the 
fact that they now have no place to 
store their cats while they are not 
working. • 
A Jay birdie whispered in our ear 
that there are students who think that 
punctuation is something that hap-
pens to tires. 
House Rule: 
Be sure to turn lights out before go-
ing to sleep over history. 
Typical 21J suggestion: Can't the 
men find some miniature shaving kits 
to compete with the compacts in 
class? 
The sky was dark, the night blue: 
A corner around the man flew: 
A bosom from his knife he drew, 
And sliced an apple half in two. 
Quartermaster MeN eal: Be sure to 
change your sheets before going home. 
Admiral Duey': Why? So we'll sail 
better? 
The Twenty-one' Jay roundelay 
Has had another meeting . 
Our song this time may have no rhyme, 
But that won't harm your eating 






NEW MAGAZINES ARE 
PLACED IN LIBRARY 
Five new magazines have been add-
ed to the list of magazines now being 
received at the library. The "Ameri-
can Magazine of Art" is of special in-
terest to art students. 
The "Story" magazine has long 
been one of the leaders in the field 
of journals specializing in short stor-
ies. Three of the more specialized 
magazines are "Agricultural Educa-
tion," "Mississippi Valley Historical 
Review," and "Practical Home Eco-
nomics." The last named magazine 
will be found at the Home Economics 
department, whereas the other four 
have been placed in the Reserve 1·oom 
o! the libr&J.:~ 
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Jay B. MacGregor of Education Staff 
Says His Life Story Is Annals of Poor 
There's Drama in 
'Them Thar' Names 
'Once a Wilderness' by Arthur Pound 
Offers Picture of First Flawless Farm 
New Instructor Is Graduate of 
Grinnell ; Explains Difference 
Between EI and Millikin. 
By Muriel Edwards 
"Like Abraham Lin coln," said ,Jn,y 
B. MacGregor of the Education de-
partment, "I can say that my life 
story is the short and s'imple annals 
of the poor. I graduated from Grin-
nell College, Grinnell, Iowa, with a B. 
A. degree in 1917 ." 
"By the way," Mr. MacGregor add-
ed, "The man for whom Grinnell Col-
lege and the town of Grinnell were 
named was the man to whom Horace 
Greeley said, 'Go west young man, and 
grow up with the country.' 
"War was declared on April 6," he 
continued with his l'ife story, ''And a. 
group from the college enlisted on the 
twenty-sixth or twenty-seventh. We 
were called on the twenty-seventh of 
May. Grinnell College presented de-
grees to those of us who would have 
graduated in June. I entered the 
army as a buck private and came out, 
eighteen months later, a first lieuten-
ant. 
"My wife also graduated from Grin-
nell," he added. "We went through 
school together. In those days Grin-
nell was called the 'match factory.' 
Returns to Home Town 
"After the war I returned to my 
home town of Mason City, Iowa, and 
went into the clothing business. Dr. 
Edward A. Steiner interested me 1n 
teaching. I talked to Mr. Vat;ey, who 
spoke h ere during Education week in 
November, and then Superintendent 
of Schools at Mason City, now Sup-
erintendent at Springfield, Til. He 
said that he would hire me if I would 
qualify. I went to the University of 
Iowa and became interested in the 
admirustrative end of education. In 
1925, as soon as I received an M. A. 
degree, I was placed in charge of the 
Public Junior College at Mason City. 
"In 1929," said Mr. MacGregor, "I 
quit this job to return to the Univer-
sity of Iowa for a Doctor's degree. 
There I met Walter Cook in the spring 
of 1930. We went to Washington to-
gether as Research Assistants on 
President Hoover's National Advisory 
Committee on Education. The Com-
mittee issued a report on {ederal aid 
to education. 
Attends University of Iowa 
"After work on the committee, I re-
turned to Iowa and received a Doctor's 
degree in August of 1931. Mr. Cook 
received his degree in June, 1931. I 
went to the James Millikin University 
at Decatur as Professor of Education 
in September of the same year, a.nd 
taught there until the spring of 1934. 
There is an exception to this state-
ment. I enjoyed very much teaching 
the full summer sess'ion of 1932 here 
at Charleston. 
"My undergraduate major was his-
tory, with a minor in economics,' Mr. 
MacGregor replied to questions. "For 
my Master's degree, my major was Ed-
ucation with a history minor, for my 
Doctor's degree I majored in Educa.-· 
tion and minored in history and Ed--
ucational Psychology. I am a mem-
ber of Phi Delta Kappa." 
We then asked Mr. MacGregor to 
compare EI and Millikln. 
Millikin's Early Plans 
"When James Millikin planned the 
university," he said, "He intended it 
to be the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology of the West. Technical 
training in engineering, home eco-
nomics, and library science were of-
fered, w'ith a liberal arts course as a 
background. In the last 30 year.-> the 
liberal arts section has grown at Milli-
kin as in education in general, at the 
expense of the technical training, and 
Millikin h as become a liberal arts col-
lege. Our college here has the pro-
fessional purpose of training and edu-
cating teachers. The orientat'ion is 
the basic difference between the two 
schools. The undergraduate remains 
the same universal phenomenon." 
PUBLISHING COMPANY IS 
OFFERING FELLOWSHIPS 
Speaks on Lincoln 
The MACS have it on our college di-
rectory. There are 29 MACS listed. 
The twelve SMITHS, of course, are 
next with the eleven DAVIS' coming 
in a close third. Not to be outdone 
the JONES' send ten representatives. 
We h ave CASH, too, s.o• that we can 
EDITOR OF WARBLER 
CALLS F OR ALL COPY 
BEFORE THIS FRIDAY 
Kathryn Walker, editor of the War-
GAMBLE a LITTLE. The DAILY and bler, instructed organizations heads at 
the WEEKLY show our flair for journ- a meeting Tuesday that all informa-
l 
alism. There's a good setting for ro- ti.on about the activiti~~ of various 
mance. W e have LOVE, a MOONE, clubs at EI must be turned in not later 
ARMES, and SPOONER. than this Friday. Copy for the 1935 
For the three KINGS and the 
1 
Warbler is to be prepared within the 
KNIGHT there are, a LACKEY and a n e·xt month for delivery to the printer. 
STEWARD. There s a BUSH for the The Central Engraving company is 
FIELD and a, HUCKLEBERRY .for t~e working on pictures, all of which have 
bush.. There s a BIRD to bmld 1ts been sent in by John Wyeth, business 
nest m_ the· ~IRCH and a HU~TER to manager of the year book. The Hart-
make llfe m1serable for the b1rd. mann Printing Company of Springfield, Miss Isabel McKinney, head of the 
English department, spoke today in 
chapel about Abraham Lincoln. 
We have the BRICK, LAND, on a Ill., has the printing contract for the 
HILL, WOOD and a WALL, but alas, Warbler. 
Society to Sponsor 
Prize Essay Contest 
no house. We should never have to 
hire a HALL as we have seven. WIN-
TER and SUMMER are our seasons. 
FRENCH and ENdLISH are the only 
nationalities represented. For food 
we have RICE and a COOK. The Panhellenic Hquse· Association 
of New York in cooperation with the We have SHEETS but no bed; 
OoiUrier Service is launching a cam- RAINS but no sun; DAY but no night. 
paign in all colleges to determine the Our only jewels are the DIAMOND and 
points of interest in New York City the PURL. We have a BARR but 
which would appeal most to college stu- nothing to fill it but NOYES. A FOX 
dents visiting the metropolis. and a WOLFE are our .aruy animals. 
The medium of the campaign is to There are SHORES but no rivers. 
be through an essay contest for which There's the BUTCHER and the 
the subject is, "What I would Like to BAKER, the BARBER and the BOAT-
See When I Visit New York." This MAN. A MILLER, a TUCKER, a 
contest is. being sponsored among mem- TURNER, a PIPER, a CARVER, a 
bers of National Fraternities and col- COOPER, a FRYER, a FULLER, a 
lege students. TAYLOR, a STONER, and a FISCHER 
The rules are to select and arrange constitute our industrial staff. SPIES 
a tour of .one week's duration from the watch 0ver them to keep them work-
list of places designated in a circular ing-. 
accompanying directions for entering. For t1a nsportation there's the FORD, 
Papers are to be from 500 to 1,000 words NASH, AUSTIN, and MAXWELL. 
in length. Papers will be judged on the WHITE, BROWN, and BLACK are our 
integrity and individuality of the point colors obtained no1 doubt by the use of 
of view rathex than .on their value as DYE. \Ve have our POORMAN and 
a mere travelogue. The prizes offered I our COLEMAN. For adj-ectives we find 
are: first-cash award of $50 and one SLY, LIVELY, and QUICK ranking 
week's stay in New York; second-$35 high. 
and a week-end's stay in New York; 




Young )Men Selected 
Durward Howes, edito.r of "America's 
Still as Young Man" has selected twelve of the 
on windless nights outstanding young men of 1934 who are 
The moon-cast shadows are, college or university graduates or at 
so still will be my heart when I one time attended colleges. The only 
Am dead. •One placed on the list who is not a col-
Just now, , lege graduate is Clark Gable. 
out of the strange The list is: Walter E. Disney, Chi-
Still dusk ... as strange, as still cago Academy of Fine Arts-famed 
A white moth flew ... Why am I cartoonist; Lewis Douglas, Amherst 
grown college- recently President Roosevelt's 
So cold? director of budget; Clark Gable, movie 
Adelaide Crapsey is famous for her actor; John Edgar Hoover, George 
Cinquains, a highly distinguished form Washington university - US Depart-
of verse which no one since has used ment of Justice; Robert M. Lafollette, 
as effectively. In none of her longer Jr., University of Wisconsin-US Sen-
1 
ator; Charles A. Lindbergh-University poems has she quite equalled the 
polished perfection of these few bits I of Wisconsin-aviator; Henry R. Luce, 
of verse. Yale and Oxf•Oifd universities- editor 
She was a fra.il person forever fight- and publisher of Time and Fortune 
ing against death. Harriet Monroe magazines; Paul Allman Siple, Al-
says, "She used h er art like a sword to legheny college - member of Byrd 
defend h erself against the threatening party; Edward R. Stettinius, Jr., Uni-
enemy." Death is the theme of many versity of Virginia- US Steel Corp.; 
of her poems. She sings of the full- Eugene L. Vidal, University of Ne-
ness of life and scornfully protests braska and North Dakota and West 
against the thwarted lives of persons Point- US Department of Commerce; 
already dead. James P. Warburg, Harvard university 
Unlike most of the women p,o,ets of -econGmist, writer, and vice-chair-
this time, Adelaide Crapsey does not man of Bank of Manhattan; E. Rich-
write of love. She seems always to ard West, University of Southern Cali-
have been so absorbed with death and forma-president of US Junior Cham-
thoughts of death that ther.e was no ' ber of Commerce. 
How Many of These 
Facts Do You Know? 
There was once a lily pond under t he 
Practical Arts building ... At one time 
basketball tournaments were held in 
the "crackerbox." .... In 1929-30 EI's 
football team came within an ace of 
winning the Little Nineteen football 
title . . . . There were f-our students in 
the first graduating class at EI .... 
There were 19 instructors on th.e: fac-
ulty in 1899-year of the school's open-
ing. Of that number, three are still 
on the faculty. They ar.e Miss Ellen 
A. Ford, Friederick Koch, and Edson 
H. Taylor .... The subjects taught in 
the early d ays here were algebra, 
g.eometry, language, geopraphy, history, 
and biology . . . The enrollment in 
1899 was as follows: 216 in the college, 
24 in t he high school, and .159 in the 
Training school .... "Newt" . Walker is 
the oldest man in the janito.rial service. 
He has been here since 1907. 
Pegasus P onders 
Stone Walls 
I fought against a stone wall 
I battered my head in vain, 
She sat and silently strengthened 
The wall, with stones agam. 
- Dee. 
Plagued Silence 
Painfully, the silence filled the room. 
The clock ticked like lead 
Angry waves seethed and fell 
Around my whirling h ead. 
Deadly, the silence weighed the air. 
Our thoughts spun like glass. 
Biting words might enter 
And cut the deadening mass. 
Coldly, she drew into her shell 
H er heart hard as ice 
Hot words pierce it not. 
I learned this, trying twice. 
When Youth Loves 
You stride along 
Challenging, 
Nonchalant, 
Buoyant and gay, 
Protecting her. 
She trips along 
Chattering, 
Loving, 
Vivid and gay, 
Leaning on you. 
-Dee. 
- Dee. 
Shoe Repairing Neatly Done 
place f,c~r love in her thoughts. -------- I 
Miss Crapsey spent much of her Service Station For Watches- Bring BRADING'S 
Story of Mark Family and Its 
Peaceful Domain Falls Short 
in Plot, Critic Thinks. 
By Mrs. K edley '36 
The perfect farm is again in printed 
evidence. Arthur Pound in Once a 
Wilderness produces a farm without a 
flaw. The book is part of that "Back-
to-the-farm" mo;vement and a very 
idealized part at that. The only un-
reality is its perfectibn. Fa.rms do not 
always possess sunny haying weather, 
pedigreed stock, and a bank account at 
the same t ime. Nature, that the au-
thor so loves, is distorted. Even the 
New Deal can not contml fire, flood, 
and wind, and what other powers has 
a mere story telLer? 
There is a saga of the Mark iamily-
a long, happy song of how they loved 
the land and labored f,o;r it. Written 
essentially from the urban point of 
view the song is pastoral as Theocritus. 
The stirring events of the "turn" of 
the century provide the background. 
Suffrage, t he automobile anct gasoline 
engine appeared first >On the Mark 
farm. It was the Marks who made 
history by changing from Her.efords to 
Ayrshires. From meat to milk was a 
long step ahead even for a Ma.rk. It 
entailed much discussion and included 
a trip to England and the English 
Marks. The journey abroad was im-
portant, f•Oif no Mark could leav·e the 
land for long and really live. 
The family, down to the least grand-
child, was ruled by John Mark. His 
rule was kindly but despotic. Nothing 
was done without his sanction whether 
it be crop rotation 10•r sel·ection of a 
wife. John Mark was best portrayed 
against the background of his farm and 
an old man fussing about the place. 
When abroad he becomes only a peev-
ish old man out •Of his element. The 
land and its importance so obscures 
the rest of the family that we know 
little of them. They are shadows 
denied complete characterization. Each 
has possibilities but they are essentially 
farmers before they are personalities. 
I 
The farm, which is the wh01le story, 
was in northern Michigan-a whole sec-
tion of it. Here the Marks had lived not 
as English gentlemen but as farmers 
who ditch fields and stack hay. The 
prides of t he farm were the pedigreed 
stock and the many good children. 
Through them John Mark hoped to 
'k!eep the Mark name famous and a 
synonym for progress. Since their 
trip west in a covered wagon the 
Marks had adhered to both policies. 
Once a Wilderness has possibilities 
but it is like a synopsis of a good story. 
We only hear about what happens to 
the Mark family. We do not share 
t heir adventures. Even the suffrage 
movement and the early manufacture 
of automobiles can be exciting if prop-
erly introduced. 
EATS, DRINKS, CONFECTIONS, 
GROCERIES, VEGETABLES, 
MEAT 
Where E. I. and South Charleston 
Buy Their Eats 
Meet Your Friends Here 
LINCOLN INN 
D ELICATESSEN 
Phone 73 706 Lincoln Ave. 
EYES T ESTED 
Glasses Fitted by 
later life in Italy and while there gave in your time piece for a change of oil, 
lectures on Italian history. She or general overhaul. All work guar-
taught in a private school in ·con- anteed-C. P. Coon, 408 6th Street. 
necticut and was Instructor of Poetics 
ELE·CTRIC SHOE SHOP 
417 Seventh Si. Phone 173 I RICKETTS SOUTH SIDE SQUARE 
~--------------------------~ 
at Smith College. All of these varied 
teaching experiences were ended be-
cause of h er ill health. 
All of h er po~ms are delicate exalta-
tions of her mind. They are fragile • 
bits of verse that have lived and wm l 
live because of their fragility and 
beauty. 
Call F. V. Thrall 
for 
Quality Coal 
Exclusive Dealers in Glendora C'oal 
Ph one 186 123 Sixth St. 
ANDREWS LUMBER & MILL CO., Inc. 
Good Lumber is Worth the Difference 
TRY US AND BE CONVINCED 
I 
PHONE 85 Look for placards saying, "We ad- j 
ve.Ltise in Teachers College News. ·----------------------------~ 1 ·----------------------------------------------------------~ Houghton Mifflin Company an-
nounces that it is offering two Literary · 
Fellowships for 1935. The purpose of 
these fellowships is to encourage writ-
ers of promise and to h elp them secure 
the financial independence essenti!il 
to their development. Each fellowship 
will carry an award of $1,000, entirely 
in addition to and apart from subse-
quent royalties. 
Patronize the News advertisers. 
Furste'sAuto Supply 
Buy It For Less at Furste 's 
PHONE 24 
HEADQUARTERS FOR 
Mrs. Stover's Valentine Candy 
HILL'S DRUG STORE 
Tuesday, February 12,· 1935 TEACHERS COLLEGE NEwg P.age·' Seven 
'Walter Cook Discusses Composition - Art-i-facts-· \Paul Sloan of Education Department 
Of Acc_eptable Letters of Application Marguerite Ikn-aya: tells us of some Speaks About Vocational Preparation 
Outlines Points which Should Be 
Observed in Applying for Posi-
tions; States ''Don'ts.'' 
interesting artifacts that were men-! +•-••-••-••-••-••-•r-••-••-••-~~•-••-·+ + + ·=I tioned in Natural History, February, j ._,,_,._,,_,,_ ,,_,,_ , __ ,_ , __ , & 
Ci'iT' l+ 1935. They are J apanese wood and 11r f • 1Jf • I ~I f'e ivory carvings, very detailed and i i!-' {lt t t C"' t .( .en 5 .e : 
= I 11r rtJt• ft• _.,ttl grotesque, called "netsuke" (pronoun- 1 Sigma Tau Delta :: 
States that Students Should Train 
for Particular Vocation, with 
Attentio,n to Others. 1!-'V .\.-~ ced "netski"). Gods and legendary i l 
characters are the subjects used tor +·--·-··-··-~~-·-~~-~~-~~-~~-··-'+ Many applicants have failed to se- 1a tt tt rt-t"' tt m tt "Preparing Men for Future Vocations 
cure teaching positions because of 1r ~ V-\.- ~ ~ these. · The J apanese use them to fas- Quite a handsome profit was made 
carelessly written letters of applica- ten on detachable pockets on their from the sale of tickets to "Jane Eyre." in College" was the subject of a talk 
tion. With a view to helping remove Bg clothing. The club intends to use the money to by Paul Sloan of the Education De-
this hurdle for the prospective teach- R "!J Wilson bring some well-known speaker here partment at a meeting of the Men's 
er, Walter W. Cook, Director of 1 +-.. -•·-~~-.. -•-••-••- n- ••- n-••- •+ The next two weeks will be packed this spring. Union Tuesday in the gym. 
Teacher Training, last fortnight in , . 
1 
with activity for the Art Club. This The uncertainty of college stuct.ents' 
chapel enumerated a series of don't& . We ve thought for a lon~ ~lme that Friday Mrs. R. G . Buzzard is going Virginia Snider is now typing the future led Mr. Sloan to urge students 
in reference to application letters. ~t wo~ld be great sport to VlSlt a Pres- to speak about several interesting arti- anthology which will oo:ntain in addi- to prepare for one vocation Bpecific-
Tabooed items included: Social or !dents press co~ference._ So last fall facts. On Saturda.y Miss Florence tion to the manuscripts and "auto- ally and generally for several others. 
soiled stationery, misspelled words, when we wer~ m Washmgton w~ _de- Tilton of Normal is to exhibit several boigraphies" of the members of Sigma Mr. Sloan stated that men often be-
grammatical errors, poor penmanship, cided to try 1~· As ~ny good citizen paint'ings. The following week the art Tau Delta, and the Writer's club, a come disappointed in their chosen 
erasures, irregular margins, crooked woul,~ do, _we wrote to our Congres~- faculty from the University of Illtnois brief summary of the activities of vocations and have no other field t o 
lines and strike overs in typing. man. to fmd out how t? ~0 abou~ It. is bringing another exhibit. Sigma Tau Delta. turn to, and consequently are discon-
A letter of application should be He drrected us to the lilmOls Assocwt- ___ tent with their l'ife's work. On the 
wrl.tten on white paper·, letter Sl·ze ( 8 1L2 ed Press representative who in turn I t '- ••- ••- ••- ••- ••-··- ·- ··-··-··-·- ·+1 other hand h t . d . 7~ 1 Introducing President Buzzard, the men w 0 are rame m 
l·nches by 11 inches) . It should be sent us. to see a new_spaper man at 1 • ~ l {!i ~ k s 1 r ld f tl h tl · th Wh t l tltrtttrt f t.t :t.te rt: 1 well-known radio drama writer! evera Ie s requen Y c ange 1err 
mailed in a white envelope w'hich e .1 e Ho~e. Thls. man ushered • v :V )~ ~ ~ • vocations. 
matches the paper and which i~ long us on mto an mner off1ce where the -1 Ph. s· E .1 1 " · t t t t th p ,·d t' I Jgma ps1 on • Mr. Sloan gave five practical point-
enough to require but· two folds of ass1s an -, secre. axy o e re::;l en s :1 1 Watch the club's bulletin board in 
t t 
ers to assist EI students to preJX1,re 
the paper. Long stamped envelopes secre ary s ass1s ant_-secr_etary (oh b.oy, +·- •- n- ,•- ••- ••- n- ••- n- .. -u-u- ·+ the east hall f,o.r communications from for future vocations. He expressed 
sold at the post office are recommend- were :Ve eve~ ,. gettrr~g 111 touch Wlth A ping-pong table has been set up time to time. At present several hope that his listeners would ~eed his 
ed. Application stationery and en- the hlgh ,offlCI~S) mformed_ us that in the house. Worm Gumm seems to notices of contests are posted ther.e. suggestions. They were: 1. Dig into 
velopes will be available shortly in we couldn t possibly be admitted un- have the edge on the boys. \ your prescribed and elective college 
the textbook library less we maintained daily telegraphic The Soap Box ' activities in order to develop :vour-
. communication with a newspaper. As · 
Letters Should Be Typed such a happy circumstance simply did The Triangulum, chapter magazine, (Continued from Page 4) selves, practically, intellectually and 
Unless you are a good penman the not exist, we didn't attend the con- issued by the Kirksville, Mo., chapter, socially. 2. Spend 15 minutes a day 
letter should be typed. Consistent ference. we did, however, see 111_arly has been received. The Triangulum thinking about your vocational future. 
t t
. f b 
1 
· coUege in one of our neighbo.ring states, 3 Th punc ua 1on orm should e fol owed, of the Washington correspondeJlts is published twice a year. It contains . ere never was and never will 
·th bl k · d t d hs l'itud.ents might not only be willing but b 1 d 1 
el er oc ed or m en e paragrap . arriving who attend the Chief Execu- about 70 pages of news and pictures anxious to attend. This school ar- e a roya roa to earning. Educa-
The applicant's signature should be tives semi-weekly conferences. of the 20 chapters of Phi Sigma Epsi- tion short cuts, crutches, Latin ponies, 
typed and signed over it. lon. ranges its chapel programs on various copying term p apers, cribbing etc. ·!. 
The .let~e~ should be brief and to \ Political Commentators days and various h ours during the sue- Plan your college program so that 
the po~nt, 1t should not be over _two I ndicate Discord About twenty alumni members were ce~si~e weeks. T~e chapel period thus your four year exper'ience is not only 
pages m length. In the upper · nght I L t t t guests over the week-end. They at- comcldes Wlth diff·erent class periods specialized with reference to teaching 
hand corner should appear your street as week wo of hese correspond- tended the game and dance Friday on succeeding occasions so that no 
1 
but also generalized with ref.erence to 
address, city, and the date, in this ents _h~d so~e ,things ~o say a~?ut the night. class work suffers to any great extent. other professions and areas of knowl-
order. The heading and salut~~·i.on Adm1mst~at1~n s. relat10ns ~tn the Students are not excused from class to edge. 5. The only worthwhile guid-
should be as personal as the business press w~lCh mdicate that all lS not as Plans are being made by several attend without a majority vote of the ance by teachers on vocational prob-
form of letter permits. Sample salu- haz:momous as most people gene;any Phi Sigs to attend the annual Phi members of classes meeting that per- lems is that which leads to a self 
tation: My dear Mr. Robinson: (Do bell~~e. They were Frank R. h.ent, Sigma Epsilon convention which is iod. The class assembles when the bell j guidance. 
not say, "Dear Sir:"). polltlcal commentator of the Bal~i- to be held in Kansas City. rings. The program for chapel has I 
The body of the letter should deal more .. Sun, and Arthur Krock, chief ___ been posted so that the students know OLD 
Washmgton conespondent of the New what to exp·ect. The 1·nstructor takes MILL BOOK SHOP 
with the following: 1. Tell how you . . . ,., Aubert North, alumnus, has been 
learned of the vacancy. Do not say, York Tlmes. In _descnbmg what. :ak.es named principal of Brocton grade a vote of the class. A majority decides. Big· Sale all week thousands books 
"I have been informed of a vacancy in place at a White House confel ence, ' h 1 If they vote to g.o to chapel there is no 5 or 6 for 25c. Also large number 
Mr Krock said· "A newspaper \ sc 00 s. your school." Tell who informed you. 1 · . · ..., man escape. They file down the hall to the Natl. Geog Mags. many plates birds, 
2. Give your educational qualifica- asks a ques~10n. Before he can n:o~e ================= assembly room with the instructor pheansants, mushrooms etc.10c; all 
tions. Tell the degree or diploma and t? prevent lt, t~e gove~ent offHCJ.a.l to intercept ~riticism by an announce- ! brif.lging up .the rear. They prese_nt1 other back mags. 5 or 6 for 25c. TAKE 
the certificate which you will hold (l: e., the ~esldent) be~n_s ~ reply ment of act10n. He knows further the1r entertamment t1ckets, are adm1t- AN ARMLOAD at this price. Hist. peda-
when ready for appointment. List by w1th ;?e Ti: ef~ -~hakthis 1sd ~ff_ t~he that an announcement by him .in per- ~ ted and sit in a group with the in- gogy, math., relig., love, bugs, advent., 
the courses you have taken recor · e 1 e ouse e Inl lOn son to several hundred newspaper cor- structor. If the class votes against at- travel etc. Swell novels. Drop in and ~:~ qualify you directly to fill the ~·f _t~is phrase is ;hat ~~:thing ~he of- respondents will get a 'better press' tendance, the regular class work is car- brouse_Old Mill, 610 7th st. 
·tion which is vacant. Keep the lCla says can e pu lShed m allY than if a secretary hands out cold, ried on - but very seldom is the vote, 
posl .fi needs of the position always way, with or without attribution. It m'imeographed sheets, since the per- "No." 
specl c t b h. t d · th in mind. Do not say "I have had canna e 111 e m e newspapers. sonal announcement naturally invests 
I courses in English. It sounds It cannot be repeated to the COlTes- the item with th. e aura of his ::harm 
A suggestion. 
severa d t' · D d. th ugh you are trying to hide pon en s supenors. epen mg upon 
as tho. g Do not say "I have taken the correspondent's interpretation of 
some ln · ' tl · th inf t'" · t English 20." Your reader will not ede 11
1
cs, e b _orfml a 10n lS hus seal-
knOW what it is. Avoid generalities, ong or ne y. 
as "good education," "have had con-
siderable experience." 
Give All Qualifications 
3. Give your qualifications for di-
recting extracurricular activities. 4. 
Give your teaching experience. If you 
have not had teaching experience, tell 
the subjects, grades, and training 
teachers under whom you have taught, 
and the total length of time you 
taught in the training school. Do not 
make a negative statement such as, 
"The only teaching experience I have 
had." Tell your experience and do 
not belittle it. 5. Give your personal 
qualifications. If you have done 
church work, 4-H club work or com-
munity work of any kind, tell about 
it briefly. 
6. Ofier to furnish any other infor-
mation desired and to make a per-
sonal application. In requesting a 
personal interview be as specific as 
possible without usurping the preroga-
tive of the school official. Do not say 
you can come any' time if you really 
can get away only on week-ends. 7 
Give your special reasons for wishing 
to have the particular position in 
question, if you have any. Remember, 
you must not approach this topic from 
a charitable angle. You must offer 
your services to do a specific job. Any 
other approach is unprofessional. 8. 
Give three or four references from 
strategic positions. Give name, title 
and complete address. Set out each 
reference in a separate indented para-
graph. 
Do Not Mention Salary 
9. Do not mention the salary unless 
you wish to say yo_u are 'willing -to ac-
cept the customary salary for such a 
position. 10. It is advisable to clip 
a photograph to your letter; it helps 
to associate you with your credentials. 
Your name and address, the date the 
Picture was taken, your height, weight 
and age should be on the back of the 
Photograph. 11. Enclose a small. 
stamped, self-addressed envelope to 
insure a reply and the return of your 
Photograph. 
Patronize the News advertisers. 
How Roosevelt Evades 
Bothersome Queries 
"The President's meetings with the 
newspaper correspondents have had 
great praise and no censure ~hat I 
can recall. Unlike his predecessor, be 
takes questions as they come. He does 
not require that they be previously 
submitted in writing. But the d.iffet·-
ence is one of method only, :1.rish1g 
from the fact that Mr. Roosevelt, es-
pecially with the advantage a Presi-
dent in a press conference has over 
his guests, can avoid answering any-
thing he does not want to answer. He 
is a master of avoidance, and the 
rules of courtesy, plus the prestige of 
his great office, preclude any attempt 
to pin him down. He gives out in 
these conferences just what he wishes 
to give out, and, if he is in a tight 
place, there 'is always the unfair de-
vice of 'off the record,' or the le~s 
blameworthy evasion: 'I haven't read 
it.' 
"The President has a better under-
standing of the uses of publicity than 
any of his predecessors with wl1ose 




R. W. Westenbarger 
High Gr·ade Gleaning at the 
Same Price 
We Do All Kinds of Tailoring 
610 Sixth St. Charleston, Ill. 
Drastic Reductions 
IN MILLINERY, 
READY -TO-WEAR, ETC. 
at 
The Vogue Shop 
FINAL CLEARANCE 
and the prestige of his great office." 
Mr. Kent views President Roo~e­
velt as the Administration's propagan-
dist: "The press conferences are the 
principal vehicle for Administration 
propaganda and Mr. Roosevelt is the 
ch'ief propagandist. There is nothing 
sinister or wrong in this. On the con-
trary it is entirely natural. The only 
important thing is that the fact should 
be recognized. 
"All Presidential press conferences 
-all press conferences of any sort-
are primarily held for propaganda 
purposes. This was true of Mr. Roose-
velt's predecessors and it is true of 
him. 
"He happens to be far more facile 
'in his handling of the correspondents 
and to have more successfully culti-
vated their friendship. Hence, h ;~ is 
a better propagandist." 
_.. . 
U. OF I . INSTRUCTOR 
IS COLLEGE VISITOR 
Mr. R. E. Hieronymous, emeritus 
Community Advisor of the University \ 
of Illinois, was a campus visitor Wed-
nesday afternoon. He was the over-
night guest of Mr. and Mrs. F . E. 




Phone 422 403 Lincoln St. 
LUNCH AND FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
LITTLE .CAMPUS CAFE 
Phone 1020 
A. G. FROMMEL 
A full line of hardware, paints, dishes, kitchen 
utensils, tools, cutlery, and sporting goods. 
We also repair suitcases, bags, trunks, and all leather goods. 
"See Us Before You Buy" 
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE PHONE 492 
MOORE TIRE & BATTERY SERVlCE 
Goodyear Tires Marlatt Batteries 
PHONE 839 
For Prompt Battery and Tire Service 
Starting-Lighting-Ignition 











You'll marvel at 
the clearness of 
these hose. No 
rings to mar their 
beauty. All colors 
and sizes. 
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Laritzmen Thump Shurtleff Pioneers Friday; 44 to 19 
L I C Th. d c f 1 y· f +·-·-.. _,_.,_., __ .,_ ,._ .,_.,_ ,_+ Sparks College Loses to Panthers by oca s op Ir on erence Ictory o pANTHER GRAMS . R If Tt . 
Season· Pioneers Distanced from Start -BySIRLANTZELOT- 42-38 Score; EI Trazls at a zme 
' --
I +·-··-··-··-··-··--··-··-·~~-··-----+ ---
McClain and Dettro Garner High I MARK THURSDAY AS BITS ABOUT 'EM _ When HOW_ BY THESE NAMES ARE Lantzmen Overcome 24-11 Half 
ARD BALLARD was a freshman his J CONFERENCE ATHLETIC Lead Held by Improved Sparks 
TEAMS TO BE KNOWN Five; Balla.rd Paces EI. 
Point Honors; Regulars Add LAST DAY FOR PING 
Punch to Scoring Attack. PONG TO'(!RNEY ENTRY chief topic of conversation was the 
prowess of LAWRENCEVILLE teams. All of the Little 19 teams have a After trailing 24-11 at half time, Shurtleff's Pioneers were nothing Thursday, February 14• will be the Today he seldom mentions the place favorite nickname by which their teams the Panthers rallied in the second 
more than stepping stones t o a .500 deadline for entries in the Men's Ping The re each year a number of 
· · · · re a are known. period to hand Sparks Business Col-s.tandi'ng I·n the LI'ttle NI'neteen basket- Pong Tournament. students who like to ten about the sue- h f 11 A gustana 
T ey are as o ows: u - lege of Shelbyville a 42-38 trimming ball title chase: for the Panthers here Manager Gerald McNeal a~non!lced pess of their high school teams. There 
1 
Vikings, Bradley_ Indians, Carbondale 
Friday night, the locals winning 44-19. 1 that preliminar~ gan:es Will start are also those who have been highly -Maroons, Carthage _ Lutherans, at Shelbyvil1e Tuesday night. It 
With Shurtleff's disposal, the Lantz- Thursday a.t 8 o clock m the gym. In publiciz;ed stars at certain high schools Charleston-Panthers, DeKalb -Profs, marked the seCiond time this year that 
men gained their third victory of the 1 order to acco~~odate spectators -~nd who have directed interests entirely to- Elmhurst-Pirates Eureka-Red Devils, EI has beaten Sparks, winning in a 
season in conference play, which off- to all~w partici~·ants lar~er ~lay-Jng ward college athletics. This .is as it Illinois College ~ Blueboys, Illinois game here several weeks ago, 57-18. 
sets three defeats. The victory elevates space It was decided to hold th~ ~e:t should be . . . . HALDON FOLTZ, Wesleyan-Titans, Knox-Siwash, Lake Coach Lantz started his second 
the Panthers in the conference stand- in the gym, rather tha;n at the 1 'mr athletic director at Ramsey high school, Forest-Gold coasters, McKendree- string, consisting of Holmes, Tedrick, 
ings, boosting them into the upper as first announced. . d eserves mention among the coaches Bear Cats, Macomb _ Leathernecks, Brown, Austin and Boggs. This quint 
bracket. An entrance fee of ten cents Will be who have recently attended at EI Millikin-Big Blue Monmouth-Scots, found trouble hitting the basket and 
Climb in Standings charged to cover expenses of the meet. . ... HAROLD WALKER '34 has been North Central-Ca~dinals, St. Viator- after 13 minut·es of play was trailing 
In whipping Shurtleff for the sec- About 25 entries have been reportl)d, engaged as teacher and coach at To- Irish, Shurtleff-Pioneers, state Norm- j ll-2. The first team was substituted 
ond time this season, EI succeeded in according to Mr. McNeal. ledo, Ill., high school. WALKER, who al-Red Birds, and Wheaton-Crusad- but could do little to IO!Vercome 
running up one of its more impressiv·e Harry R. Jackson, Industrial Arts left a position in the Neoga scho10ls to 1 ers. . Shelbyville's lead, trailing at half 
scores and at the same time saving its instructor, will act as official judge take the Toledo position, will be suc-
1 
time 24-11. 
first string for strenuous duty this . of the tournament. ceeded by PAUL ST. JOHN who grad- , y Th C 11 But if Spa.rks won all honors in 
week. The reserve five played almost uated from EI in '32. Altogether, one es, ese O eges the first half, the Panthers oe·rtainly 
half of the game and acquitted itself EI to Meet Normal, nnght say that it was an EI trans- Are in United States had more than their share in the 
with honors. However, it was the M·cKendree Quintets acti·on since PED HUFFMAN (EI '32) , closing period. Led by Howard Bar-
regular line-up-Howard Ballard, Joe the former oo,ach at Toledo, left his How many of ,our following sisters of lard, the locals hit the basket from 
Curry, Shaw, Dettro, and McClain- . . . post to teach in the Brocton schools higher education can you locate? We all angles and overcame a com-
who really scored the points which put The Panthers Will swmg b~ck mto when PARIS VAN HORN was given do not expect yoU: to know the city, manding lead as the game neared its 
the visitors from Alton to sad rout. 'j a f~l . conference schedule thiS week, the job of coaching TC high next year the state being sufficient. We offer a end. Sparks presented a stmnger T~is quint bore ?own i~ the opening ~:~~~!d~tat~i N;;m~~:t :~~~~r~~ · · · · The RANTOUL FLYERS' gym prize of one lead pencil-sharpened- quint than represented the Business 
nnnutes of .the first perwd to roll up / here Frid~ night. Both of these is an o~d hangar which was abandoned to. the one locating the highest num- school in the game played here. The 
a commandmg lead. The reserves en- 1 h ldy . gt . the locals. after the war. McKENDREE's gym is I ber in the correct states. addition of Herrick, six foot two inch 
. teams o VIC ones over ld h h t d · t b k t • 
tered the fracas late m the frame and 1 1 tl t d EI t · 0 the an ° c urc oo.nver 8 m 0 a as e - They are as follows: Hendrix college, guard, made Sparks a formidable foe. Norma ou as e o wm n t EI' · ld k 
added to the. Panther total. It ~as , local court recently by a 31_29 score ball cour · s gym Is an ° crac er Spring Hill college, Ouachita coUege, Wilbia Jester and Rolla Rand, stars 
exactly .14 mmutes after the open~ng I while McKendree rallied in the last box which was thrown in for good Pomona college, Humboldt State on last y,ear's Panther five , were 
whistle sounded before Shurtleff tallied minute of play to cop a 44-43 thriller measure by the building of PEMBER- Teachers eollege Occidental college, again in Spark's line-up. Both play-
a field goal. Off to such a late start, t L b TON HALL ... . It is difficult to get a Gallandet colle~e, J,ohn B. Stetson ed more creditable games than in their 
. a e anon. thr h t· 'th t . d the Pwneers were fortun~te to be State Normal handed St. Viator a team oug an en Ire• sea&O(ll WI ou university Morningside college, Wart- previous appearance. Jester pace 
trailing only 20-9 at half time. 31-19 setback last week for her sev- a few "let-downs." One "off nig~t" burg colle~e, Baker university, Transyl- his mates with 11 podnts, whHe Rand 
Inflation Hits Score enth win against no losses in .-the con- may .mean. the loss of a game .which vania college, Colby college, Tufts col- scored seven and turned in a good 
The Panther r~gulars_ started the I ference. Normal is paced by the seemmgly Is an easy one. ThiS one lege, Gustavus Adolphus: college. HoO!W floor game. 
second half and Immediately boosted I Ad s brothers Deacon Barton Glen may m ean the los.s ?f a title .' .. It did you do? Joe Curry, regular forward, in-
the sc~r.e above th_e ]O .point mar~. With Ja:q~at, and J~hn White. Joe' Cog- seems to us that It IS about time for All .nf these eolleges and universities jured his ankle in the second half 
Honefmger crackmg ~~ two fielders, 1 dal's cagers have another threat in NORMAL to have a lapse in form: Wed- played a full football schedule last sea- and was forced to leave the game. 
and Ballard an? McClam one each, t~e Alfeldt who has recently regained his nesday the PANTHERS get their sec- son. One of them furnished one of the Bob Holmes replaced him and counted 
locals stepped Ito a 28-11 le_ad .. Menzi.e shooting eye. However, knowing the ond chance at the REJ? BIRDS a~d, Little 19 colleges with an athletic di- three baskets. 
finally supplied Shurtleff WI~h Its sec- Panther style of play, Normal will not although we are makmg no prediC- rector within the past five years and --------
ond field goal of the evenmg. Ten 
1 
rest easily until the game is over. tions, anything may happen · · · · this man has led his school to a con- B TEAM WILL MEET 
more Panther pod.nts were chalked up Cogdal fears EI more than any other NORMAL'S B team has scheduled most I ference co-champtonship. Still another RED BIRDS SATURDAY 
on the scoreboard before the same opponent on his card. of its gam~s ~ a~ternoon affairs this I school placed a man in the National 
Menzie could break the ice for. Shurt- 1 McKendree I·s led by George Wel- season. This ellmmates much hazarous t 
11 
. t t k t H' 
• • • • • • • 
1 In er-Co eg1a e rae mee . Is leff with another basket. A fielder by b f hman stai' from centralia. wmter mght dnvmg for the VISitmg 
1 
traveling t th t 
orn, res · . I expenses o e mee were Honefinger and two each by Dettro and 1 who is the fourth ranking scorer in t~ms . . ... The EI B te~m has been m-
1 
eight cents. . 
McClain represented the: 10 point EI the Little Nineteen. In addition, the vited to mspect t~e flymg sc~ool when 
1 
rally. Thomps.on followed Menzie's Bear Gats have several new players , the return game IS played With RAN- H ld W lk '32 
scoring sugg.estion with a free throw h h ave recently registered or be- TOUL on February 19th .... For the 
1 
ar0 a er 
and Switzer joined the point crusade :a~e eligible with the second semes- gym Of we .ever get it). we suggest I To ·Coach at Toledo 
with a field goal before the Panthers ter's opening. McKendree will prob- sheet metal back-boards m ease any of 
The Panther B team is scheduled to 
meet the State Normal reserves on the 
home court this Saturday afternoon. 
The locals, coached by John Wyeth, 
took a thrilling 21-20 decision from 
Normal earlier in the season. 
started clicking again. With Boggs, a.bly open with Stroh and Welborn at HONEFINGER'S students take up his Harold Walker '32, who h as been 
Tedrick, Brown and Austin all hitting, forwards, Jordan at center and Wil- bullet shot. teaching in the Neoga grade schooils, f'~cutive games. 
the locals quickly ran their score above son and Scott at the guard positions. has resigned to become athletic coach ·----------------, 
The B quint will be out to even its 
season's mark, having lost three con-
the 40 podnt marker. Switzer and Jordan, Jaeckel, Harms, and Craw- GIRLS' BASKETBALL and science and mathematics instructor 
Menzie ended scoring activity of the ford are the new members of the TOURNEY IS OPE.NED in the Toledo high school. He begins 
evening with baskets as the game end- Bear Cat squad. - ! his work immediately. 
ed. The Panthers will probably start The first games of the W AA basket- I Paul St. John, also a graduate I()[ 
McCla.in, Dettro Pace EI Ballard and Curry, forwards; Shaw, I ball tournament were played Wednes- the College, will fill the position in 
McClain and Dettro pacect EI with center, a nd McClain and Dettro, day evening with six teams in the Neoga's school system left open by Mr. 
four field goals apiece, Menzie, of . guards. running. Teams headed by Esther Walker's resignation. 
Shurtleff, however, was high scorer of Simons, Nola Wood, and Kathryn 
the evening with 10 points. Ben westlake Takes Pagle were victorious. 
Notes on the game: Mac McClain Simon's team defeated Simpson's by 
had the highest sho,t average against Scoring Leadership a score of 16-4 in the first game of the 
Shurtleff, making 4 baskets out of six evening. 
attempts for a .666 standing. Dettro was Benny Westlake of DeKalb took Fern Hall received a defeat by, Wood's 
next in line with four in seven for scoring leadership in the Little Nine- team by the small score of 6-4. 
.570 . . . . The entire Panther quint teen at the ·end of eight weeks of The worst defeat of the evening was 
hit the basket for a .245 average•. Men- play, passing Louis Lasiter of Illinois given Keck's team -by Pagle's mates. 
zie of the visitors scored five field College. Westlake had a total of 94 The final score was 21-6. I 
goaLs in 14 attempts for a .357 stand- po'ints while Lasiter, who was inac-
ing .... Switzer, Fioneer guard, scored tive during the eighth week, had 89 
()(llCe in four attempts for .250. points. Westlake has p1ayed in ten 
UPSET·S, CLOSE GAMES 
MARK LITTLE 19 PLAY 
Upsets and close games WBre the 
rule rather than the exception in the 
Little 19 last week. 
Scores of the games were: Macomb 
31, Carthage 21; Illinois Wesleyan 39, 
Bradley 27; Augustana 34, Monmouth 
32 ; Carbondale 44, Cape Girardeau 37; 
Normal 31, St. Viator 19; Charleston 
44, Shurtleff 19; Tilinois Wesleyan 34, 
Shurtleff 28; Augustana 41, Wheaton 
32; Carroll (Wis.) 40, North Central 
33; Tilinois College 44, Millikin 37; 
Carthage 28, Monmouth 24; North 
Central 48, Lake Forest 30. 
Build resistance against cold-Hali-
but Liver Oil Capsules, 50 in box-89c 
-Peoples Drug Store-Walgreen Sys-
tem-North side square. 
games, while Lasiter h as appeared in 
only six. 
The State University of I·oiWa has in-
augurated a course which deals with 
the problems of married life. 
Boys! Modern rooms are available at 
303 Lincoln street. Board is available 
if desired. Also do student laundry 
work. Phone 1029. 
Werden Grocei-y 
Groceries, Lw1ch Meats, Fresh 









Serve it hot ... it hits the spot 
Contains Vitamins B and G 
Meadow Gold Dairy 
PHONE 7 
Courses in "Use of Leisure" will be 
offered next ye·ar at Whitman college 




' $2.45. $2.95 
Genuine fur felts in light and 
dark shades. Narrow snap brims 
in browns, blues, greens and 
light and dark shades of grey. 
Styled for young men. 
MALLORY HA'TS 
$4 and $5 




20 yea.rs' experience guarantees 
satisfaction in shoe repairing. 
~ 
WI DO DUI Mil' 
We are now located at 
605 7th St. just off the 
southeast comer square 
st 
... --
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'Mac' McClain, Regular El Guard, Is 
Product of Tradition, Oil Field Work 
i"-L~·-.··-··19··-us-··-··-d··:-·-··-r Little Egyptians Keep Winning Pace i Itt e tan tngs i T~T· h 32 IS 'I,. O L . c:w• +-.. -··- .. -·-··-·-·-·-~~-·-··-·+ YY rt to v rctory ver arr r rve 
Freshman Star Is Graduate of 
Allendale High School Cham-
pionship Quint of 1929. 
- Team- Won Lost Pet . The Little Egyptians, paced by Mil- Tiger's points, Vern getting six 
Top Notchers Cling Augustana ················ ··· ·······7 0 l.OOO burn and Wright, defeated the Panther baskets. Maxwell and Ballard scored 
To Intramural Lead North Central ··········· ·· ·······5 0 l.IJOO Lair team, 32-15 Saturday, to main- the Shooting Star's points. 
I 
State Normal .................... 7 1 ·875 tain their conference leadership. The The Deuces won from the luckless 
By David Noyes The Top Notchers took their stand Macomb ................................ 6 
1 
·
8:;7 Lair looked good in the first half, com- Phi Sigs, 15 to 11, in a cl-ose game. 
as league-leaders Thursday night, de- ~ Illinois College .................. 6 1 ·857 ing out with a 9 to 7 lead, but Milburn, Hutton and Mosely divided the Deuces Wilson "Mac" McClain, regular guard 
on the Panther cag·e quint, comes from 
a basketball playing family. Rene Mc-
Clain, his older brother, was a star 
player a few yea.rs ago at EI. John, 
Mac's younger brother, is still in high 
school at Allendale, the family home 
town, where he shows pr.cmise of also 
being an outstanding basketball play-
er. 
feating the Bethonians 18 to 11. The Carbondale ................... .. ... 5 2 '71! Wright and Tucker began breaking I points. Though the Phi Sigs played 
Bethonians started scoring too late to I ~~1~~~ .... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::::~ ; :~~0 loose in the second half and left the a much smoother floor game, they were 
win, the half score being 8 to 1. In I DeK1alb ................................ 7 5 .583 Lair hopelessly behind. Jones scored I unable to score. 
the third quarter Lancaster, with ) Ill. Wesleyan ...................... 4 3 .571 ten of the Lair's 15 points. -------
some brilliant shooting forced it to Carthage .............................. 5 4 .555 In a three-overtime game the Jim News ads will tell you what Charles-
8 t o 10. Then Lee Wright dropped in I Charleston .......................... 3 3 .5ll0 Tams eked out a narr·ow 27 to 28 vic- j ton merchants h ave to offer. Watch 
two impossible shots and N. Wright Eureka .... .............................. 2 5 .285 tory over the Math Club. Endsley's I them and trade with our advertisers. 
and Davis completed the 'I1op Notch- McKendree ........................ 2 5 .285 sharpshootng figured heavily in the 
ers' victory with a basket apiece. Both Wheaton ............................ .. 1 3 .250 Jim Tam victory. Tom sank six field 
Throughout his high school career, 
Mac played on the Allenda~e High var-
sity, which was recognized as one of the 
strongest in southern Illinois at the 
time. It was a habit with that team 
t () defeat their opponents with such 
scores as the 98-3 record drubbing of 
Browns, Ill. Some of the other towns 
which bowed before Allendale were 
Mount Carmel, Lawrenceville, Bridge-
port, and Evansville. 
teams are scrappers, but height and Lake Forest ........................ 0 1 .OGO' g.ools. The last, a long one from center GOLDEN RULE SHOE SHOP 
weight favored the winners, who Monmouth ............... .... ... .... 0 3 .000 j won the game. La.nman scored nine 
played over the heads of their smaller St. Viator ............................ 0 6 .000 points f·a.r the winners. Feller came 
opponents. The Top Notchers are the Shurtleff .............................. 0 7 .000 back into the scoring column, getting 
Have Your Shoes Rebuilt 
and Save Money 
heaviest and tallest team in the Bradley ................................ 0 7 .000 twelve points for the Math Club. 
league, each man being six feet or Elmhurst .............................. O 8 ·000 The Tigers winning streak continued 
WE GUARANTEE ALL WORK! 
over, and the aver·age weight standing + _ ,._ .,_ ,_ ,._ ,._ ,_ ,._ .,_ .,_.,_,_ ,+ when they forged ahead of the Shoot-
at more than 170 pounds. j d. I ing Stars in the second period and . 
First Door West of Square on 
Jackson 
PHONE 74 The Gilbert Boys defeated the I j Intramural Stan Ing j w.on 21 to 12. Th.e owens twins com- I 
Shooting Stars, 20 to 14. Kessinger +,_ ,._ ,._ ,._ ,._ ,,_ ,._ .,_ ,._ ,._ ,._ ,._ ,+ bination was good for fifte~n of the 
and Gumm each got six points for •---------------......! 
Works Following Gtaduation the winners while Hall gathered eight (not official) 
For sometime aftsr graduating fr.om 
Allendale' in 1929, Mac worked in the 
oil fields around his home town, in the 
oil fields of Michigan, of Louisiana, 
and Texas; on the Great Lakes he 
worked on a b c1at line, in Kansas and 
in Illinois in the harvest fields and for 
a time he worked with his father's 
construction company. 








Chanute Flyers Zoom 
To Victory Over EI 
The Chanute Flyers from R antoul 
Top Notchers .................. 11 
Little Egyptains ............ 10 
Lions ................................ 10 
Bethonians .... ... .. ............. 9 





Gilbert Boys .. ... . .... . ... .. .. .. 7 
took the air to outlast the Panther B Math Club ...................... 7 



















Monday night. I · 6 Panther La1r ..... : ............ .. 
The Flyers, presenting one of the 
1 
Here Tis ......... .. ................. 6 
best semi-pro outfits ever seen on the Hoods ................................ 5 
local floor, have won 23 of their last 
1 
Deuces .............................. 4 
26 ::n~~~i held a 9 to 8 first period lead ~;o~t~ng .. St~~.'~ .... :::::::::::::::: ; : 
and a 20-16 half time advantag.e. The II caesar.s Cohorts .......... 2 11 
same margin f·OT Chanute . prevailed at Phi Sigs .............. , ........... 1 12 
the close of the third quarter, both I 
teams scoring 10 points. In the middle AND MRS. FISKE 
of the last quarter the score was tied MR. 
34 all, but the Flyers put the game on ALLEN GIVE DINNER 
" Of all my experiences," declares 
McClain, "the most thrilling was last 
year in March when I was driller's 
helper on an oil well near Mount 
Pleasant, Michigan. After thirty cold 
days of drilling with its repairing •Df 
cables, bailing and tool dressing, one 
night I heard a gurgling sound com-
ing from the well and soon a low 
rumble. The drilling equipment was 
blown out of the hole by a stream l()f 
oil and water, which blew some thirty 
feet into the air. It was a gusher. The 
crew worked, oil-soaked, hardly stop-
ping even to eat, for forty-eight hours 
before the well was finally under con-
trol." 
Likes to Play Basketball 
McClain really likes to play basket:-
ball; in fact, that is one of the rea-
sons that he was persuaded to come 
to college. He makes his •O!Wn way, b e -
ice with a last minute rally. 1 
Wayne Neal and Lewis led the B 1 
team with 12 and .eight points, re-
spectively. E. Rasmussen was high 
scorer for Chanute with 18 points. 
The l•;:•als play a return game with 
Rantoul in the near future. 
W AA Scoreboard 
Mr. and Mrs. Fiske Allen entertain-
ed at a six-thirty o'clock turkey dinner 
Saturday evening. The following 1 
guests were present: Miss Myrtle I 
Arnold, Miss Rose Zeller, President and 
Mrs. R. G. Buzzard, Mr. and Mrs. Don-
ald Roithschild, and Mr. and Mrs. L. S. 
Phipps. 
ing employed on the FERA. He plays --. 
basketball in the manner of his ex- . Three teams have s1gned upthfort th
1
e 
periences- with individuality. His ac-1 ~mg. pong tomn~ment. and e ab e 
. h ·d- inning hook pass is 1s biOken, but were gomg to have the 
MARINELLO 
BEAUTY SHOP 
one of the noticeable and commendable ma.s a e pen ouse. curate, ar sp I f' 1 t th "0 H " 
features of his play. On rebounds he -- at the 
North Side Square 
SPECIALIZING 
in All Kinds of 
BEAUTY WORK 
is deadly. No one has yet found . ~em Hall stfaged a comeback t b t 
f la·nt about his value fnst games o the tournamen u 
grounds . otr comttp 1 He "gets 'em , were d ef eated by only two points. 
as a pom ge er. . 
Heavy Schedule Is 
Slated This Week 
Games for the t enth week of the 
Little Nineteen basketball title race are 
as follows : 
Lumbrick was high scorer of the eve- W. C. Peters, Prop. Phone 1506 
ing with 13 porints to her credit. Pagle ! •----------------· 
and Etherton tied for second with 8 .----------------• 
r. oints each. 
Only one:. college student is playing 
in the city bowling league. Which 
brlngs us to a bright idea! When we 
get the n ew gym the Cracker-box 
would make a good bowling alley. 
Art Craft Studio 
Have your application picture 
made from your Warbler 
negative. 
Phone 598 News ads will tell you what Charles- \ ton merchants have to offer. Watch I 
them and trade with our advertisers. 1----------------~ 
VALENTINES-
Select your Valentines while our Stock is Complete 
lc to 50c 
NEWSPAPERS MAGAZINES 
KING BROTHER~ 
Book & Stationery Store-Phone 428 
Monday- Illinois College at Illinois 
Wesleyan; Tuesday- Knox at Mon-
mouth, Augustana at Macomb; \Ved-
nesday-Charleston at State Normal, 
Eureka at Bradley, Illinois College vs. 
st. Louis University a.t Williamsville, 
Ill., Chicago College of Optometry at 
Elmhurst; Thursday - St. Viator at 
Millikin, Armour Tech at Wheaton, 
Lake Forest at Lawrence (Wis.); Fri-
day-Eureka at Elmhurst, St. Viator I 
at Shurtleff, Monmouth at Bradley, 
Carbondale at Illinois Wesleyan, Au-
gustana at Knox, McKendree at Char-
leston, DeKalb at Macomb, Lake For-
est at Ripon (Wis.) ; Saturday-Whea-
ton at North Central, Carbondale at 
Illinois College, St. Viator vs. Super-
shells at Alton, Ill., Culver-Stockton 
(Mo.) at Carthage, Wartburg at Au- ~===---------:- -----------------~ 
gustana, Central Wesleyan (Mo.) at 
McKendree. 
'CAMPUS VIEW' MEETS 
The girls at 1505 Seventh s treet or-
ganized their house recently, named it 
Campus View, and e:ected officers. 
Those officers are: president-Marjorie 
E. Sexson, vice-presid ent - Kathryn 
Merritt, secretary- Adelia Tuttle, so-
cial chairman- Goldeen Woodall, news 
reporter- Louise Brain. 








The facilities of this hotel are available 
Coffee Shop- Private Dining Room 
- Banquet Room 
Special Menus Sundays and Holidays 
May We Serve You? 




TODAY (TUES.) AND WEDNESDAY-
.. Better than 
"BACK STREET11 ! 
THURSDAY ONLY- PAL DAY-2 for 30c 
Barbara ST ANWYCK 
in 
''The Secret Bride'' 
with 
Warren WILLIAM-Glenda FARRELL 




Randolph SCOTT- Chas. "Chic" SALE 
in ZANE GREY'S 
''R k M . M '' oc y ounta1n ystery 
with Kathleen BURKE 
" by GEORGE ADE 
EVELYN VENABLE • KENT TAYLOR 
Louise Dresser • Mickey Rooney 
and STEPIN FETCHIT 




'West of the Divide' 
-Also--
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Tribute Is Paid to 
Livingston C. Lord 
By Author Barton 
t·-··-·-·-·---··~-~~-··-··-"-"_"_ .. _.,_,_.,_, __ .,_.,_.,_ ,._ .,_.,_.,_ .,_.,_.,_.,_.,_ .,_.,_ ll_ll_ll_ ll_ .,_ ,j Speakers, Exhibits 
t These Two 'Lincoln Lovers' Pay Silent Tribute Today i Occup~ Plans of Art 
+·-~~-~~-··-'"-'"_"_.,_.,_.,_.,_ .. _.,_.,_,,_.,_,_.,_,._., __ ,._,._,._,_,._.,_.,_., __ ., ___ .,_.,_.,_.,_.,_.,_,_.+ Club in Near Future 
Bruce Barton, noted author and 
editorialist, paid tribute to the career 
of Livingstan C. Lord, late president 
of the college, in an article appearing 
in the New York American recently. 
Of Mr. Lord, he had this to say: "In 
1851 a boy was born in a little town 
in Connecticut and christened Living-
ston Lord. 
His family was honest, God-fearing 
and very poor. There were so many 
stones in the bare fields from which 
they had to wring a living that a tra-
dition had grown up to account for 
them. It was said that the Devil, hav-
ing filled his leather apron with stones 
from the northern hills, was on his 
way to dump them into Long Island 
Sound when his apron string broke. 
The boy worked his way through 
school and college and became an 
educator of national influence. He 
was a teacher of teachers. Hundreds 
of scholars in schools and colleges all 
over the country bore the stamp of 
his training." 
• Two guest speakers and two exhibits 
of painting are features being plan-
ned by the Art Club for the next three 
weeks. Mrs. R. G. Buzzard, the first 
guest speaker, will address the group 
Fr'iday evening at seven o'clock on 
"American China." 
Miss Florence Tilton, director of lu"t 
at State Normal, will bring an exhibit 
of her paintings and t hose of her stu-
dents to EI Saturday. The exhibit will 
be open to students from 2 until 4 
p. m. Saturday. From 4 until 5:30 p. 
m. a tea will be given for the club 
women in town. Miss Tilton will talk 
on "Modern Painting" at 4 :30. 'I'he 
Normal Art Director will be a gue5t 
of Miss Maude Chambers, EI Art Di-
rector, over the week-end. 
Next week, opening on Monday, an 
exhibit of work by the art faculty 
from the University of Illinois will be 
shown. This showing will continue for 
ten days. Students have been 'invited 
to attend these exhibits a t any time. 
Mr. Barton also quotes "in pa.rt" 
from the article written by Miss Isabel 
McKinney, head of the English depart-
ment, entitled "An American Scholar." 
Mr. Barton states that Miss McKin-
ney's tribute summarizes the creed of 
the man: 
Mr. 'Vallandigham' Oc~eman and \ this morning's program. Mr. Cole-\ coln-The Nation's Idol, My Idol." Mr. H. E. p~.iv: ~:-~~:o 
'Douglas' Seymour did not speak on man's topic was to have been, "Lin- Seymour's subject was "Mine, Too." VISIT 
"I believe in truth, eager search 
for it, selfless surrender to it when 
found. 
"I believe in knowedge, the power 
that comes from accurate knowledge, 
the joy that comes from ac-
cumulating facts. 'Know something.' 
'Have you learned something today?' 
"I believe in people, the good in-
tentions of most people, the pre-
ponderance of good qualities over pad, 
the capacity for improvement. 'Most of 
the people most of the time, mean to 
do right.' 
Si Perkins, Sis-Boomer Guest Artist, 
Relates His Nomadic Prep Ventures 
Dr. A. W. Cordier Is 
Speaker at Meeting 
(Continued from Page 1) 
he said, "and I, wearing a rather flim-
sy white suit, went wheeling down the 
f!oor. Suddenly, at a crucial point 
in one turn, something happened. 
Seemed like my trousers just bm>ted 
wide open," grinned Si. "Anyway, I 
kept going right down the floor and 
sk'idded out of there on one heel." Si 
gave up handsprings. 
He worked all through his school 
ry (George's brother) beat 'it not long 
ago, did the distance in one minu te 
less. But he had to re-run it twice 
The Men's Discussion club, an or-, 
ganization consisting of f,aculty men 
together with men from town, met on 
Thursday evening in the reception 
to do it," Si added. room, where they listened to a dis-
They say that Si will bet on any- cussion of the "Present European Sit-
thing living. But he wouldn't admit uation" by Dr. Andr-ew W. Cordier, 
it. "I'll bet on a basketball game-in head of the department of history and 
,a small way. But only on whet.her political science at Manchester Col-
the score will be even or odd. I have lege, Indiana. 
I Mr. and Mrs. Harris E. Phipps and 
little daughter Phyllis star ted Satur-
day morning· on a trip t o Chicago, 
where they planned t o hear concerts. 
Mr. Phipps expected to arrive home at 
r.oon today. 
VALENTINES 
Send her flowers this Valentine Day, 
February 14. Lee's Flower Shop. Phone 
39. 
Hudnuts-Marvelous lipst ick - eye-
brow pencil and 50c powders-all for 
55c-Walgreen System Drug Store-
No;rth side square. 
"I believe in work, faithful, · respon- years, most of the time in grocery 
sible work, especially in mental work stores. He has a stock of jokes about 
requiring effort and attention, as an grocery store experiences, all on him-
indispensable builder of character. self. A fellow came in one day and 
'Blessed be drudgery.'" asked for a day's work. "Sorry", said 
an even chance then." Si gave us full Dr. Cordier, who has studied much 
liberty to libel about h'im all we like, in Europe, who has interviewed Mus-
and we rather suspect he libeled a bout solini, and has seen Hitler in action 
hmself a little. Jimmy Tedrick and heard him speak, told of the ten-
knows him. Ask Jimmy. dencies toward war in Europe and J 
Si has had his share of hard luck. then pointed out some indications 
He has submitted to four major op- that possibly a more permanent peace 
erations, last year a tractor burned was being created. He showed how 
him seriously, leaving a scar on his the rise of Hitlerism has brought 





"I believe in obedience, as a practical Si, "I haven't a day's work for any-
While Our Line is Complete 
necessity and as a road to freedom." body. You'll have to see the proprle-
Livingston Lord r d . ht -t tor.'' The fellow pointed at the coun-
lVe. elg Y wo ter. Si looked - and read "Day's 
years. Near the end of h1s days he was I W k" on a plug of chewing t ba 
lately. j Europe. 
An only child, he l'ives with his pnr- Dr. Cordier is a brother of R. w. 
The CANDY SHOP 
FREE DRINKS 
asked. or o ceo. 
· "I sure felt cheap," he said. 
"If you had your life to live over we said Si is a candidate for mar-
ents on a farm seven miles north of Cordier, who directs the teaching of , 
Charleston. Like a good farmer, he history in the Training school. 
Scott Funkhouser, Louise McNutt, 
Thomas Chamberlin, Ruby Stallings 
again would you change anything?" riage because he sa'id, "I'm two-t.hirds 
He answeved: "I would be more married. I'm willing, and the pr.each·· 
kind." er's willing. Now to find a girl who'll 
Mr. Barton went further to quote have me.'' When we questioned him 
from Miss McKinney's article and con- further we found that this was only a 
eluded by saying: joke. He doesn't date for his basket-
"The front pages of our newspapers ball games because, he says, "I can 
necessarily are full of sound and fury. have a better time with the boys." 
Across them travels the noisy parade He was saying, "--at that time I 
of politicians, millionaires, murderers, was the most pop-wait, I almost said 
divorcee. and fools. Sometimes we something a fellow shouldn't, I guess." 
may be tempted to imagine that these He . grinned. "We know," we releived 
are America. They are not. America him, "You were the most pop-
is milli0ns and millions of quiet, hard ular boy in CHS, in all the plays, 
working men and women trying as far cheerleader, trackman, and the most 
as they can, to do right, showing bashful boy in school." Si is still as 
amazing kindness and sympathy. Folks bashful as ever, and hates to go out 
like your parents and mine; like Liv- to lead yells for other reasons than 
ingston Lord." because it is hard on his posterior. 
BROWSER INTRODUCES 
NEW LIBRARY BOOKS 
For you browsers this week, I've 
a list of new novels which have just 
arrived at the library. The list in-
cludes a large variety of themes and 
styles. 
If you. would like a cocktail party 
and its flirtati{)ns in the midst of 
old China and its temples, you'll like 
Bridge's "Ginger Griffin." You'll 
find that Benet makes "James 
Shores' Daughter" very amusing in 
her struggle between her own heart 
and a desire to hold up her Yankee 
father's tradition. In "Family Af-
fair," White presents a woman who 
was one of those who fully expect 
romance after marriage and finds it. 
:Boys l Modern rooms are available at 
303 Lincoln street. Board is available 
if desired. Also do student laundry 
work. Phone 1029. 
"Let's hear som·~ more abou!i your 
track escapades," we pleaded. 
"Well, I never was any good in the 
dashes, not in anything, in fact. Legs 
too short, I guess. But I wanted a let- ! 
ter pretty badly, so I decided to create 
a new field of my own. I persuaded 
the coach to let me run from Charles-
ton to Mattoon on route 16. He said 
if I'd run all the way, not stop too 
often, and turn in a reasonable time, 
I'd g.et my letter. I ran it and set a 
record of one hour, nineteen minutes, 
ten seconds. Another fellow, Les Hen-
Farm and Home 
Market 
Open Each Saturday from 
9:30 till 2:00 
Dressed chickens, fresh pork, but-
ter, eggs, cottage cheese, home-
made cakes, pies, cookies, bread 
and rolls. 
% Block South of Square on 
Seventh Street 
is greatly interested in live stock. As 
a calf club boy he used to win sec-
onds and thirds in the county fair · 
calf shows. He is most enthusiastic 
about his fine mules. He has compet-
ed at the Illinois state fairs, ;md his 
mules were never beaten t'ill last year, 
when he was forced to take a second 
in two classes. But he has great plans 
for winning next year. 
'~I'm going to beat that fellow next 
year if it's the last thing I do," he 
vowed. 
TRIO GIVES VESPER 
CONCERT ON SUNDAY 
About 500 people attended the sec-
ond Vesper concert presented by the 
College Trio Sunday afternoon. The 
third in the s·eries will be given Feb-
ruary 24. 






PLUMBING & HEATING 
COMPANY 
Plumbing, Heating and 
Sheet Metal Work. 
PHONE 295 
See Our Stock 
'THE JIM TAM of 
Spiral Note Books Wants to C-U-B-A- ·Customer 
W. E. HILL & SON 
5c Hamburgers 5c-5c Hot Dogs 5c 




INYART'S Brow~n ~ Shoe Store 
The Eagle Shoe Sto·re North Side of Square 
A Toni c 
For That Winter 
Wardrobe! 
Smart new Ready-to-Wear is coming in every da.y now. The 
best assortment of Style and Quality Merchandise 
we've ever shown! 
NEW! 
Hats - Coats - Suits - Dresses - Blouses - Knit Suits -
Sweaters - Bags - Nelly Dons, etc. 
DRESS-WELL SHOPS 
STYLISTS FOR WOMEN AND MISSES 
SE.CTION 
~~National Collegiate News in Picture and Paragraph'' 
U . S. TRADEMARK SERIAL NUMBER 313412 
- t: STOWAWAY • Even though Marie Loyola University 
(New Orleans), did "hitch" a ride, Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker doesn't 
seem terribly angry. KE\'STONE PHOTO 
COACHING WITH. MIRRORS • Learning a t ing by watching your own faults is always a sood 
practice, and it's proven really successful in aiding members ofthe Oxford University crew to learn . 
~n KEYSTONEPHOTO 
LEAD GREEKS • Ruth . 
Kle iman (above) heads the 
Un iversity of Alabama 
(University) Pan-Hellenic 
Society, wh1l e James Per-
mutt (right) is president 
olthe Interfraternity Coun-
cil. She is <1 memher of 
Kappel Kapp a Gamma , 
while Permutt is a Kappa 
Nu, They hold the highest 
frate rnity po sition_i on 
Right 
WINNER.W.G. 
Clark, of St. Pat- . 
rick's College 
(Ottawa, Can-
ada) won the 14-
kilo-meter Lake 
Placid cross-
country ski race, 
defeating 60 con-
testdnts from 12 
universities in 53 
rrti n-"u t e-s, 4-7. a-
seconds. · 
KEYSTONE PHOTO 
SAYS DEMOCRATIC WAYS ON DEFENSIVE • Addressing the American Association of University 
Professors, Prof. Cc)rl Wittke, Ohio State University (Columbus), declared _that "~emocrat~c . ways are on 
the defensive everywhere " and wondered about the future of academic l1berty when. mJII.ons are wo~­
shippi.ns the hammer and' sickle and black shirt as symbols of a better day." He is shown yvith M.I.T. s. 
Prof. H. W. Tyler. . KEYSTONE PHOTO 
women at 
STUDIED ESKIMOS • Dr. Victor E. Levine headed the 
Creishton University (Omaha, Neb.) expedition that 
traveled more than 18,000 mile$ in the Arctic lc)st summer 
to study Eskimo ll.fe. 
------------------------------------
STOP HIM » Members of the Westminster Col-
lege (New Wilmington, Pa.) cage squad work out 
in a practice game with members of the Rang.er 
hockey; team in preparation for their Madison 
Square' Garden battle with St. John's. 
Wt DE WORLD PliO TO 
CITY'" COLLEGE·s BEST • Members of 
College of the City of New York cage 
pause during a practice session to pose for 
photographer. They're one of the fastest quin 
in the eastern league. 
WIDE WORLD 
WYOMING·s STAR DRIBBLER ,. Edwin F. THE -LONG AND SHORT OF IT ,. Ernest Schaper and Don 
McG'inty, University pf Wyoming (Laramie),. is Ha~dley, both six-foot-four members of the University of Missouri 
thjt team's fastest dribbler. He is noted for his (Columbia) hardwood squad, dwarf five-foot-two Bernard Passer, 
PROTEOS IRISH BASKET,. Guard Elsen is 
of the ma·instays of the Notre Dame Universi 
(Ind.) hardwood squad. His brilliant perform 
ances have won him many plaudits from the f cat-l ike agi.lity and sureness as a passer. who incidentally is one of the surest passers on the team. 
STARS OF THE HARDWOOD COURT ,. (L to R) 
Cornelius Jensen stars for Drake University (Des Moines, 
Ia.). Jack Samuel is a junt_or letterman and center on the 
Beloit College (Wis.) age squad, and ~ .a!so co-
captained this year's gridiron team. Robert MacFeeters 
and Ralph H. Hovey are forward and captain of the 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (Troy, N.Y.) bdrdwood 
-nm:t. Jofm Martens, ·an dH-'New tn'!jjand forward last 
yec3r, captains the Trinity College (Hartford, Conn. 
· team, while Henry Hunneke is the· stellar guard f~r tht 
W-estminster College (New WilmA~ton, Pa.) qumttt 
Copyright, 1935 
R. J. Reynolds Tobaeeo 
Company 
Winston-&Jem, N. c. 
"I'M STUDYING TO BE AN ARCHITECT," says Kling, '38. "My course in-
cludes structural engineering ... designing ... drafting- regular classroom work. And 
when I'm working on my term project, for example, trying to figure complete plans 
and specifications, I'm at it for hours at a time, often late into the night. Sure, it 
tires .me. But whe~ I feel fatigued and can't concentrate, I pull out a Camel. And as 
I enjoy Camel's fin~, rich flavor, I can actually feel my energy being restored. s .oon 
I am back at work- feeling fresh and clear. Camels are so mild that I smoke them 









CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA 
TUESDAY 
10 :00 P.M. E. S. T. 
9:00 P.M. C. S.T. 
8:00 P.M. M.S.T. 
7:00 P.M. P. S. T. 
THURSDAY 
9:00P.M. E.S.T. 
8:00 P.M. C. S. T. 
9:30 P.M. M.S.T. 
8:30 P.M. P. S.T. 
OVER COAST·TO-COAST WABCCOLUMBIA NETWORK 
"HOW GOOD IT IS to 
sit down and enjoy the de-
JigbtfuJly pleasing flavor of 
.a Camel," says this enthusi-
astic young sportswoman. 
"The feeling of exhaustion 
slips away as Camels un-
lock my store of energy. 
My spirits improve: And I 
feel wide awake once more." 
(Signed) MARDEE HOFF 
''I LIKE CAMEL'S mild 
and pleasing flavor. It is one 
that I never tire of! And I 
find that Camels never up-
set my nerves. Smoking a 
Camel gives me a feeling of re-
newed energy, too." (Signed) 
BOBBY WALTHOUR, JR., 
fonner amateur bicycle cham-
pion of United States and win-
ner of 6 six- day bicycle rae~ 
FIRST MINERALS CO-ED • Alexandra Tillson is the nrst 
girl to ~nroll in Pennsylvania State College (State College) 
mineral course. She · is conferring with Dean Edward Ste id le . 
Right 
POTATO MARCHERS ,. These Cortland 
Normal School (N.Y.) students staged a 
rally to get food for needy persons. Judg-
ing by their facial expressions1 we'd guess 
that it was a real success. -
Below 
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT • Andy 
Anderson is president of the Associated 
Men Students of the Los Angeles Junior 
College (Calif.) 
ONE OF "AMERICA'S _BRIGHTEST" • Arthur 0. physics assistant1 was he Edison Scholar of 1930. 
· ~ Williams (left)1 Brown University (Providence1 R.I.) 
IN GRANDMOTHER•s DAY a wedding partt._loo 
like this costumed group of Duke University (IJur~ 
N.C.) dramatists. 
-...... .. ,.,.TES COLUMBIA LIBRARY ,. John Buchan, 
author and M.P., opens $4,000,000 library 
ding . KEYSTONE PHOTO 
BALLOONS AID WEATHER STUDY • 
chusetts Institute of Technology (Boston, 
Left 
HARVARD'S NEW COACH • Dick 
·Harlow (right), newly-elected . Crimson 
grid mentor, confers with Bob Haley, cap-
tain of Harvard's 1935 gridiron aggrega-
tion. Harlow succeeds Eddie Casey as 
head coach. K£YSTONE PHOTO 
Below 
ARKANSAS' QUEEN ,. Mary Berry has 
been elected campus queen by the students 
of the University of Arkansas (Fayetteville). 
KEYSTONE PHOTO 
STUDIES STRUaURE OF MATTER ,. Prof. G. R. · Harrison, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Boston), operates a 
machine designed to measure and compute the wave-lengths 
of Spectrum lineS. KEYSTONE PHOTO 
MODERN · MEXICAN COLLEGE ,. The College 
of Saltillo, state of Coahuila, boasts · one of the most 
in Mexico. 
Frosh Crammin9 for Physical Exam 
-Bismt. 
FR.OTH 
The feet tell you that the fai-r damsels on the left composed t~e 
1"916 wOR'ten's bcJsketball squad at Washington State College 
(PullNn), while you'll just have to take 9ur ~ord for it that 
· those on th.e right compose. this ye~r' s freshman squad at 
institution. 
.. 
AUTHOR • Dorothy Clmp-
is the author of the Junior Girl's 
ay, produced :annually. by the Uni-
ity of Michigan (Ann Arbor) 
r class. 
FIRST BALLOT BOX • Margarette 
Johnson, William Penn College (Os-
kaloosa, Ia.), holds the ~rst ballot box 
used in Mahaska County in 1843. 
MARIONETIE PRODUCER • Annette Kn~blach, 
Adelphi College (GMden City, N.Y.), has con-
structed her own marionette theater. She is shown 
at the right. 
cl R 0 S S W 0 R · D- P U i Z L . E 
BY CHARLES S: MURRELL 
University of Omaha 
(Omaha, 'Nebraslc•) 
Horizontal 
1. Strong beer. 
4 . Weatber condi tion common in Lon-
don. 
7. A suitable Valentine's Day gift. 
11. Third person pronoun. 
12. Proper position during lecture. 
13. Not. . 
15. Part of a circle. 
17. Latin word meaning God. 
18. Month of Valentines «abbr.l. 
19. Russian monarch. 
21. Latin word mean-ing to prepare. 
22. Surname of the one who denied 
Christ. 
23. Gourd. 
24. Oedipus, King of Thebes (abbr.• . 
26. Nevada State University 1abbr. 1. 
27. Negative reply. 
28. To bend downward. 
30. Suffix used to form plural. 
31. State of being balanced. 
33. To declare void. 
Vertical 
1. Dislike. 
2. Prench word meaning ··the ... 
3 . Nickname for Yale. 
4 . Spasm; what tbe prof. gets correct-
ing exams. 
5. Over. 
6. How the roommate doesn't feel 
about his ties. 
8 . Ptnis. 
9 . To lack. 
10. A preftx meaning "thrice." 
11. You wear it on your head (pl. ). 
14. Very black. 
16. Small stone carved in relief. 
18. Untrue. 
20. l6 'i2 feet. 
21. A writing necessity . 
25. The university publicized by Rudy 
Vallee. 
28. Male offspring. 
29. Georgia State University labbr.J. 
31. Who pays the bills. 
32. The «Spanisht 
Answer to Lest 
Wnlc's Puzzle 
BY WILLIAM M. FA TH 
Villanova College 
FIVE DOLLARS will be paid for collegiate cross word puzzles 
suitable for publication in this section. No money will be paid for 
puzzles not used and no puzzles will be returned unless return post-








The square-shouldered y o u t h 
bustled into the day coach just as 
the conductor bellowed, "All 
aboard.'' With travelllng bag tn 
either hand he strocfe down the 
aisle, looking around uncertainly. 
Then as if suddenly decided.· threw 
the grips into the rack overhead 
and thumped into one of the avail-
able seats. Briefly he surveyed hi~ 
surroundings, settled his huge 
rrame into a more comfortable 
position, and scrutinized the man 
beside him. He was not unim-
pressed with the beaklike proflle 
and deep-set eyes of his compan-
.lon. The other was reading a 
magazine, 'l1le Gridirtm, apparent-
Jy oblivious of the new arrtval.-
The young man made several 
unsuccessful attempts to read a 
newspaper &nd giving it up as a 
boring pastime, turned to the man 
at his side. 
"Say," he ·began, pointing to the 
periodical, "what do you think of 
that artiCle?" · 
The older man raised h1s eyes. 
"you mean this 'Coach and 
Player'?" 
.. Yes." 
.. Oh, not bad I guess, though 
probably exaggerated a little." ' 
"Think so? How do you account 
tor your opinion?,. 
''Well. in the first place, take 
your big football star, an All-
American we'll say, do you tihlnk 
he would have been as great if it 
hadn't been for the tutoring h~ re-
ceived from his coach?" 
"Take this Bob .Standish for ex-
ample," he -continued, "a trlple'-
threa.t back. a terror without a 
doubt. Do you think for one min-
ute he would have reached thoSe 
heights without a tutor? ~ Jl 
quarterback he -would've been a 
flop if his coach hadn't taught 
him football strategy. And finally 
if it hadn't been that his teacher 
was one ot the outstanding 
coaches in the East and had not 
ballyhooed him, very possibly he 
woUld never ha.ve been recognized 
by the sports writers.•• 
"I'll grant you tha~ may all be 
true, but • take, for instance, the 
coach of Pacific, 'Cal' CUrtis. 
What 4'ya. think his chance> 
would have been of developing ·men 
like Atkinson, Purvis, and Howard, 
if the men did not possess a cer-
tain degree of fundamentals? How 
far do you think he would have 
gone If these men did not ha.ve 
that so-called 'head for football', 
that inherent quality :for sensing 
plays? Remember, a coach doesn't 
put the football instinct into the 
man. It's got to be inborn, and not 
even the greatest of all ooa.ches. 
'Cal' Curtis included, could have 
-put it there. Guys like Curtis think , 
they're everything in football. Get 
me-no coach, no football." 
''You know, son:• the older man 
broke the. spell. "I do belleve you're 
right. Not entirely. understand. but 
I do grant the logic of your rea-
soning. Personally, I think a coach 
has a lot to do with it, but, of 
course, a great deal depends ()n the 
player." 
The approach of the conductor 
interrupted further conversation, 
..La.nsfield, all Off for I.a.ru;fleld.." 
"I sure enjoyed our little talk," 
the older ma,n rose, extending his 
hand, "but this Js my stop. Here's 
my card. Whenever you're in the 
neighborhood, drop in. And cer-
tainly g~d to have ~et you Mr. 
er. : .... 
"Standish." laughed the other, 
"Bob Standish." 
"Quite a co4lcldence," smiled the 
elderly man turning f.way, "Well. 
so long." 
Once more Standish settled ~­
self in bjg seat. tben he .fixed his 
gaze upon the card. 
It read: "Dr. calvin CUrtis." 
COLLEGIATE DIGEST Sec-
tion is lookin& for Short Short 
stories. Manuscripts m u s t be 
accompanied by return postace. 
Paymea.t at .recular rates upon 
acceptallce. Address: Story Edi-
tor, COLLEGIATE DIGEST 
Section. P. 0. Box 41.2. _....uu..,.~--1 
"DEATH TAKES A HOLIDAY" when 
Ruth Goss· takes the stage to star in the 
Kent State College (Ohio) presentation 
of that famed play. She's only a freshman, 
but IS acclaimed its a Rnished artist .. 
R~ffl . 
MILLIONAIRE COAL HEAVER. ,. 
StuyveS<lnt Peabody Jr. quit his ~tudies 
at the -University of Chkago (HI.) to learn 
the coal'business Frem the ground ':'P· He 
> Cc)rries and shovels coal for $20 a week. 
. WIDE WORLD PHOTO 
Left 
HERO TEACHER ,. Paul 
Minault, University of Minnesota· 
(Minne~lts) French professor, 
battled African tribesmen while 
a French foreign legionnaire: 
WIDE WORLD PHOTO 
Above 
BEHIND THE SCENES West-
minster College (New · Wilming-
ton, Pa.) Little Theater electricians 
and stage hands make preparations 
for their next presentation. 
JINX B'-UDGEON • This club is used to 
drive away the Cortland Jinx by Buffalo State 
Teachers Colle~e (N.Y.) pepsters. 
SCIENTIST HONORED • Dr. E. B. 
Forbes, Pennsylvania State College (State 
Coflege, Pa.) was guest of honor · at 
Amerkan Society of Animal Productio~ 
testimonial dinner in Chicago. 
Left 
HONORARY COLONEL ,. . Veronica 
A . Kloss has been elected leading co-ed 
officer of the Carneg_ie Institute of Tech-
nology (Pittsburgh, Pa.) R.O.T.C. She's 
a · senior in the depd.rtment of.secretarial 
studies. 
